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Exquisite passion

Exquisite passion

Since 1897, the year when the first
Browning gun was made, millions,
even tens of millions, of shotguns
and rifles for hunting or target
shooting have been created and
manufactured by Browning.
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The inventor of the semi-automatic
shotgun, Over-and-Under shotgun
and, semi-automatic rifle, and most
recently, an Over-and-Under gun
with the lowest action frame and
fastest firing system on the market.
This has left its mark on the history of gun-making with a wide
array of models, all different, but
with one thing in common – their
reliability and their unparalleled
levels of performance. Every day,
throughout the world, Browning
guns, old or new, smooth-bore or
rifled, perform on the range or for
hunting, providing great pleasure
for their owners.
Target shooters, hunters, and collectors can find in these fascinating
items a pleasure that is renewed
endlessly. Among makes of weapons, just as with makes of watches
or cars, there are some whose
history is part of the reputation of
the entire industry. Browning, for
example.
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John Moses Browning

Innovation and invention

John Moses Browning was born
on 23 January 1855, in Ogden,
35 miles north of Salt Lake City
(Utah, USA), between the Great
Salt Lake and the Wasatch-Cache
National Forest.

It didn’t take long for those who
had observed his creative traits to
make up their minds: at the age
of just 23, Johna Moses lodged
his first patent, for the “J.M.
Browning Single Shot Rifle”. This
invention simplified the percussion
mechanism, making it more
durable and reliable.

Browning

Gun-making ran in the family
of the young John Moses, as his
father was a gunsmith who had
already been responsible for a
number of innovations in the
field. As a young boy, he spent
time in his father’s workshop,
and knew the name of every part
of a gun before he could read.
From the age of 6, he made
fishing accessories from scraps
of metal which he hammered
into shape on a child-sized
work bench made from a
wooden crate. His 19th-Century
American boyhood abounds
with anecdotes, all of which
point towards him becoming
an internationally renowned
inventor of genius.

Shortly before his death, his father
handed over his business to John
Moses. With his brother Matt, even
with less than one thousand dollars
in the bank and no experience of
machine-tool operation, young
Browning transformed the humble
store into a small gun making
workshop with seven employees.
The remoteness of their store, the
low number of ready customers,
and the lack of capital meant that
the business struggled to survive
until luck intervened to make
the inventor’s talents known to a
connoisseur: a representative from
Winchester.
In another state in the US, this
representative had come across
a gun made by the Browning
brothers. Firmly convinced of the
interest of their conception, he
bought it from its owner and sent
it to his superiors in the company’s
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head office. So impressed were
they that the managing director of
Winchester himself set out straight
away on a six-day journey to what,
at that time, was still the Wild West
- the real Wild West, to meet the
Browning brothers.

Weapons Factory) at Herstal
in Belgium, who noticed a 7.65
Browning pistol incorporating a
new locking mechanism. He saw
the appeal straight away and the
NWF obtained the manufacturing
license.

Despite his astonishment at finding
two young men in their twenties
in a rustic workshop, the man
was perceptive enough not to be
fooled by appearances and signed
commercial deals with them as
soon as he could. The decision
was a wise one: these agreements
would last for several decades.

Thus began an uninterrupted
period of collaboration between the
inventor from the Great Salt Lake
and the factory on the banks of the
Meuse River.

Browning had a future. Over the
years, Browning granted licenses to
several manufacturers for dozens
of inventions and firearms. He
invented almost everything in the
field of firearms. The creativity and
level of perfection of his inventions
were so significant that the vast
majority of his technological
innovations could not be improved
upon or replaced for several years.
The world of firearms is like the
art world: the success of creators
depends on the interest of wellinformed amateurs. In 1897, it
was one of the directors of the
Fabrique Nationale (National

Browning reached the pinnacle
of its craft with the Auto-5 semiautomatic shotgun, which was a
tremendous commercial success
and prompted John Moses’ first
visit to the Herstal workshops.
But his world-wide acclaim is
without doubt due to the 9 mm HiPower semi-automatic pistol. More
than 10 million of these legendary
pistols have been sold. Starting in
1907, it was adopted by most police
and armed forces across the world.
The fact that the generic name
for this type of gun is “Browning”
demonstrates the universal acclaim
and recognition it has received.
Browning’s success is not at all the
result of chance. Like all American
pioneers of that time, he turned

luck to his advantage only through
an enormous amount of hard work.
His strength of character and the
steadfastness of his principles were
out of the ordinary.
Thus it was that, towards the
end of his life, when offered an
honorary title by a university, he
refused it for the simple reason
that “he had made it a rule never
to accept anything that he had not
earned as a result of his own work.”
In 1925, John Moses Browning
put the finishing touches on the
prototype of an Over-and-Under
which would change the history of
the hunting shotgun. He called it
simply B25, for “Browning 1925”.
He died of a heart attack while
working in his office in Herstal on
26 November 1926. It was his 61st
visit to Belgium.
His body was repatriated to the
United States, where he was buried
with full military honours. His son
Val continued his collaboration
with the Belgian factory without
interruption.
That collaboration continues to this
very day.

Browning’s quality demands

Before they are launched in the
market, Browning firearms are
subjected to several very strict
tests that are specific to Browning,
known as the B.A.C.O. (Browning
Arms COmpany) tests.
No product will be authorised if it
does not fully satisfy the demands
listed below.
We also carry out a full and
complete systematic inspection
of each serial gun, which consists
of a wide number of controls to
ensure that each gun put on the
market will bear Browning’s criteria
of quality, performance, and
reliability.

1

Tests of functioning and
endurance

Highly demanding tests are carried
out both for shotguns and for rifles,
and have the purpose of verifying
the correct functioning of the
guns, regardless of the types of
cartridges or shells used.
Thousands of cartridges are fired to
test the reliability of the guns, no
broken parts are tolerated during
this test, and excessively worn
parts are also unacceptable.
If any of these faults are found,
there is a systematic return to
the Research and Development
department.

2

Tests in extreme conditions

During the development of a new
product, this test has the purpose
of testing the guns in the worst
climatic conditions, with polar cold
of –30° C or very hot temperatures
of up to +50° C.

3

”Torture tests”

During the development of a new
product, it is subjected to several
tests, greatly superior to the C.I.P.
norms in force, which are known as
“torture tests”.

The gun must function perfectly
at these temperatures with a wide
range of cartridges.

The firearms are subjected to
overload and obstruction tests to
ensure the solidity and reliability of
our guns.

You can therefore use our guns
in the most difficult conditions, in
all circumstances, and with total
confidence.

We also perform safety tests,
consisting of a series of drop
tests on all its sides to verify the
reliability of its safety.
The legendary solidity and
reliability of Browning firearms are
largely due to their successfully
passing all these tests.

4

Gun checks

5

Gun tests

During production, each gun is
subjected to several visual checks
as well as numerous measurements
of its dimensions. All guns must
meet the specifications in all points.

Browning

The qualification of new
products

100% of the weapons produced are
fired to confirm their accuracy and
proper functioning.

6

Accuracy tests

We verify the precision of each
gun that leaves our production
workshops.
For shotguns, we check the quality
of the shot patterns as well as the
correct convergence of the barrels
at 35 metres.
For rifles, we verify the accuracy
and grouping of each weapon.
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Over-and-Under Shotguns
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The Browning B525 is already appreciated by more than a million hunters
for its many qualities, and most especially for its unequalled sturdiness
in the field. In collaboration with the brand ”Magic Safari Lodges” and
the hunters’ travel agency ”Orchape”, some ”small game” destinations
are suggested in Argentina, Burkina Faso, Kazakhstan, Chad, and Spain.
These are now ”Browning Partner Lodges”. Several B525 shotguns are
made available to hunters at each location. This free service that offers
the opportunity to hunt with a legendary shotgun will also allow you to
avoid the problems and possible hazards of travelling by air with a gun.
“Magic Safari Lodges” is the premier guide to exceptional hunting destinations specially conceived for those looking for better experiences,
blending deluxe facilities with unforgettable locations.
www.magicsafarilodges.com

Cortijo Soto Real – Spain
A unique sporting challenge awaits you
at Soto Real. An authentic five-star
hunting lodge set among the palm
trees, bougainvillea, and orange trees
of a working estate in the rolling hills of
Andalusia. Driven red-legged partridges are hunted from October until
March and walked-up quail from July to
September.
You can truly expect a challenge above
and beyond the usual at Soto Real.

Campement de l’Eléphant –

VERACRUZ – Argentina

CHOKALY – Kazakhstan

KOULOUDIA – Lake Chad - Chad

The walked up hunt of francolins
and guineafowl is the specialty of
the Campement de l’Eléphant with
equally very nice passes for turtle
doves and sand grouse on specially
equipped water holes.

Veracruz Camp (host Luis Infante
de San Javier, often called “the
Portuguese”) is the benchmark for
duck hunting in Argentina.
The season unwinds from February
to July in the rice paddies,
marshes, and islands of the Paraná
River.

Hunting in the marshes of
Chokaly is a unique experience for
enthusiasts of diving ducks, geese,
and teal.

The new air-conditioned Kouloudia
Camp, three hours from
N’Djamena, offers extraordinary
hunting for teal, pintail, shovelers,
and African ducks.

Burkina-Faso

The season runs from December
to March. Hunters will find a
comfortable camp (air conditioning,
swimming pool) and a change of
scene in the African bush.

Turtle doves are hunted year-round
with the possibility of firing more
than a thousand rounds per day.

The season lasts from the end of
August to mid-November, as well as
two weeks in March when the birds
are in breeding plumage.
A new lodge provides a comfortable
hunt in this little wild part of Asia.

Browning Partner Lodges

MAGICSAFARILODGES.COM

The season runs from November to
March in the flooded areas of Lake
Chad cultivated by the villagers and
where the ducks come to feed.
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B25

Custom Shop Over-and-Under Shotguns

Small Game Hunting

B25 Windsor Or

All models of the B25, including the
Express rifles, are available in pairs
and/or with a second set of barrels.

12

B25 D5G Side Plate

B25 Special automne

B25 Diana

Small Game Hunting • B25

B25 D5G
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Custom Shop

An exceptional custom-made gun

Imagine a custom firearm that’s
uniquely
yours,
with
intricate
engraving and a beautiful finish on
every component. Each piece is
hand-fitted to ensure strength and
reliability.

Custom Shop

Your can have one of these for
yourself from the Browning Custom
Shop in Liège, Belgium. A custom
Browning gun is the result of timeproven designs and manufacturing,
as well as customisation, that always
produce a firearm that will be enjoyed
for generations. Shown are some of
the popular engraving patterns, but
you can also create a pattern that is
uniquely your own.
The B25 is the last creation of the
world’s greatest firearms inventor,
John M. Browning. Its design
represents the culmination of decades
of ingenuity, experience, and wisdom
in firearms. It is, to this day, the
finest and most respected Over-andUnder weapon in the world.
The feeling one receives by owning a
B25 is no different than owning a piece
of art by one of the great masters.
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The B25 is a true masterpiece. The
design of the B25 reflects John
Browning’s knowledge of hunters.
He knew they preferred a single
sighting plane and a single selective
trigger. He fulfilled their desires with
his unique ability to achieve perfect
balance, economy of proportion and
eye-appealing design.
The B25 has been made in its totality
in Belgium since 1931.
The Custom Gun Shop of the National
Factory at Herstal can carry out
practically any customisation work
you might desire.
These firearms will be entirely
assembled, adjusted, and engraved
in Belgium according to the personal
specifications of our clients.

How To Order
All orders for products from the
Custom Gun Shop must be sent to
your Browning Dealer Partner.
The specifications will be examined
jointly with the Custom Shop in
Belgium, and a price and a delivery
date will be fixed.
Once the order is sent to the
factory, it is considered as final and
may not be cancelled.

Options
As each Custom Shop item is an
exceptional weapon, we offer
you numerous possibilities for
customisation and adaptation,
according to your wishes.
The principal options offered are
the following:

Grip cap

Tear drops

Concealed pad

Metallic pad

Three-piece forearm

Available engravings and finishes

B25 B2G

B25 C2G

B25 Cheverny

B25 D4G

B25 C3

B25 E1

B25 Special Patridge

B25 Windsor Or

B25 M2

B25 Chenonceau

B25 C2S

B25 Ducks Galor

B25 At Rest

B25 Golden Covey

B25 Diana

B25 D5G

B25 D5G Side Plate

B25 M1

B25 Golden Feather

B25 Special Liben

Custom Shop

B25 Special Woodcock
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Heritage

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Heritage Hunter 12M

Small Game Hunting

B525

The shotgun with the best performance and the greatest reliability.
The B525 above all, it is mechanically
immaculate and flawless.
From the forged-steel action frame
to the wide flat bolt passing through
the massive hinge pin or the chromed
bore of the barrels, everything on this
shotgun is ultra-resistant, incredibly
reliable and made to offer you the same
performance, season after season.
The semi-hand-made manufacture of
this weapon explains its impeccable
quality. Hand-made construction rules
for this shotgun, which is assembled
a first time (known as a dummy run),
before being polished, engraved, oiled,
and then finally reassembled.
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During each of these assemblies, the
contact surfaces are checked with red
ochre for the metal, while the wooden
parts are filed to an exact fit.
It is this attention to detail, this quest
for perfection and our respect for the
traditions of the gunsmith, that gives
the B525 its justified reputation for
longevity.
The B525, the fifth generation of Overand-Under Browning hunting guns built
on the basis of the famous B25, has all
the history and tradition of Browning
concentrated in one gun.

– Com pletely han d-fitted

Here is the new top of the line of
Browning’s Over-and-Under hunting
shotguns.
The Heritage model is the direct
descendant of the side-plated
B25, and shares its elegance. The
engraving of its action frame was
created by Cesare Giovanelli, the
master who trained most of today’s
Italian engravers.

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood

The buttstock is made of luxurious
walnut, carefully finished with oil.
With its rounded half-pistol stock
and its tulip fore-end, this shotgun
is a true homage to the B25, as well
as its rightful heir.
The Browning Heritage - luxury
available to the all owners.

12 M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
rounded semi-pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.4 kg
greyed
oil finished

–Hi gh-gra de steel sh
o

–Perfectly balan c
e

d

10-year wa
rra

t proofed

nty

Small Game Hunting • B525 Heritage

–Action frame comes with a

Heritage Hunter 12M

Steel Shot |
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B525 Light

Over-and-Under Shotguns

B525 Hunter

Small Game Hunting

Light

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Options
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B525 Hunter Light Classic 12M

B525 Hunter Light Elite 12M

B525 Hunter Light Classic 20M

B525 Hunter Light Classic 28

The B525 Light Classic constitutes
the ultimate synthesis of
effectiveness, weight, and styling.
An action frame made of a
lightweight “Aircraft” grade alloy
reinforced with high-strength steel
inserts, a light Back Bored barrel
profile, and finally a choice of wood
and appropriate shaping give this
shotgun perfect weight, balance,
and feel in the hands.

The B525 Light line is completed
with this Elite model, offering richer
and more engraving with gold
plating.

Only 2.7 kg! The B525 Classic Light
20 or 28 gauge is the lightest of the
Browning hunting Over-and-Under
hunting guns.

The B525 Classic Light 28 gauge
gives the pleasure of small calibres
with more life and better handling.

The buttstock and forearm are
made of grade 3 walnut and then
finished with oil.

The action frame of light alloy with
a steel insert on the side and a
careful choice of wood (which is
finished with oil) have allowed us to
reach such a light weight.

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm or 35 mm l
40 mm
56 mm or 45 mm l
60 mm
tulip
3 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed and
short buttstock versions

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed and
short buttstock versions

20 M
76 mm
66 - 71 cm
5 Invector (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
2.7 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed and
short buttstock versions

28
70 mm
71 cm
4 Invector (Skeet - 1/4 - 1/2 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
2.7 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed and
short buttstock versions

Back-Bored | Steel shot | Light alloy |

Back-Bored | Steel shot | Light alloy |

Steel shot | Light alloy |

Light alloy |

B525 Hunter Light Elite 12M

20M & 28

B525 Hunter Light Classic 12M

B525 Hunter Light Elite 12M

B525 Hunter Light Classic 20M & 28

recommends
the use of ammunition

Small Game Hunting • B525 Light

B525 Hunter Light Classic
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B525 Hunter

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Small Game Hunting

B525 Hunter

20

B525 Hunter

B525 Hunter Elite 12M & 20M

B525 Hunter Prestige 12M & 20M

B525 Hunter Classic 20M & 28

The new B525 Hunter combines
beauty, lightness, and balance.
A completely new engraving of a
hunting scene livened with small
bouquets decorates this new B525.
This exquisite engraving covers
and adds value to the main working
parts. The weight and balance have
been completely reviewed and
improved thanks to new, lighter
barrels.

The Hunter Elite is the ideal
compromise between elegance and
effectiveness.
Its new lightweight Back Bored
barrel assembly is chambered for
magnum and proofed for steel shot.
The re-designed barrel profile has
allowed a consequent improvement
in weight, and the result is a B525
Hunter that is lighter and better
balanced.

This elegant, refined model has
a discreet charm. Its buttstock,
made in superb grade 4 oil-finished
walnut, has a medallion and
sculpted teardrops on each side
plate. Its fine engraving, finished
entirely by our master engravers,
and the very beautiful old silver
colour of its action frame make it
into an elegant firearm in the best
of taste.

Reprising the characteristics of
the Classic, this B525 sets itself
apart with its new engraving and
its English grip, which give it a very
delicate line.

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes

12M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)

Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Finishing
Notes

ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm or 35 mm l 40 mm
56 mm or 45 mm l 60 mm
tulip
3.2 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed models
available with fixed chokes

12M
20M
76 mm
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+
5 Invector
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
ventilated 6 mm
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
pistol
375 mm
375 mm
36 mm
36 mm
56 mm
56 mm
tulip
tulip
3.25 kg
3.25 kg
greyed
greyed
oil finished
oil finished
available in left-handed models
Delivered in an Opaline case.

12M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.25 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed models

20M
28
76 mm
70 mm
71 cm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector
4 Invector
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
(Skeet - 1/4 - 1/2 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
pistol
375 mm
375 mm
36 mm
36 mm
56 mm
56 mm
tulip
tulip
2.9 kg
2.85 kg
greyed
greyed
oil finished
oil finished
available in left-handed models available in left-handed models
available in English grip

Options

short buttstock
Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

| Steel shot |

20M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.25 kg
greyed
oil finished

| Steel shot |

short buttstock
Steel shot |

short buttstock

B525 Hunter Classic 20M
English or pistol grip

B525 Hunter 12M

B525 Hunter Elite 12M

B525 Hunter Prestige 20M

B525 Hunter Classic 20M & 28M

B525 Hunter Elite 20M

B525 Hunter Prestige 12M

recommends
the use of ammunition

Small Game Hunting • B525 Hunter

B525 Hunter Prestige 12M
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B525

The benchmark

Small Game Hunting

When you buy a Browning B525,
you are not just buying the
heritage and experience of more
than 80 years of excellence; you
are also buying a shotgun that
represents the 5th generation
of the legendary B25. The
Browning B525 is a more than
worthy descendant of this
exceptional shotgun and, much
like the B25, the Browning B525
has become the benchmark
for the industry since its first
appearance in 2003.
The Browning B525 is the
benchmark product in the world
of Over-and-Under shotguns,
as the most reliable and bestperforming shotgun in its price
range.
Renowned for their exceptional
quality of manufacture, each
shotgun is hand-assembled.
We offer a wide range of options
to meet all the needs of sport
shooters and hunters.

22

The characteristics of the B525 line

1

The most reliable and best-performing line

One of the many qualities of the
Browning B525s is that they are
perfectly balanced, which allows
excellent performance in clay
pigeon shooting and hunting.
The balance of each shotgun is
improved still further by its handmade quality, which makes each
gun a one-of-a-kind piece.
The B525 is so well-balanced in
your hands that you forget that you
are holding a gun, since it becomes
an extension of yourself, allowing
you to concentrate completely on
your target, whether it is game or
a clay.
Each B525 uses a patented action
frame made of indestructible
forged steel, with the oversized
hinge pin that is typical of Browning
and that guarantees solidity and
resistance to wear.
Browning is so sure of this system
that the action frame of each

shotgun comes with a 10-year
warranty. The hinge pin of the B525
assures particularly sweet opening
and closing. Without having to push
it every time, you can literally feel
the mechanism locking inside.
All Browning barrels and chambers
are manufactured in chromiummolybdenum steel, which is very
resistant to corrosion and easy to
maintain after a day of shooting.
High performance steel shot can
be used in all B525s fitted with
Invector chokes.
The B525 is totally reliable thanks
to its system of hammer ejectors.
The B525 is therefore the gun that
provides the best regularity of
extraction and power of ejection
after each shot.

2

Hand-manufactured for style and guaranteed performance

The Browning B525 is not mass
produced; instead, each gun is
made individually starting from its
own unique components.
The gun moves from one gunsmith
to the next to be entirely made
by hand, thanks to the expertise
acquired over many years by each
of the gunsmiths.
It takes more than 4 months to
make a Browning B525, owing
to the attention required for the
assembly of each gun.
The Browning B525 is the only
shotgun on the market in this price
range that offers so many different
options and that is hand finished.
The shotgun produced in this way
is unique and has a level of quality
so that it matches perfectly to its
owner and provides him with the
reliability and longevity that are
Browning’s trademarks.

This time-tested manufacturing
method is different from all the
others on the market since our
highly qualified gunsmiths rely
solely on their own expertise and
knowledge to make your B525.
The result is a shotgun that is
absolutely one-of-a-kind and whose
parts are not interchangeable with
those of other B525s.
It is said that our gunsmiths give
each B525 ‘a little bit of their life’,
which makes each one unique; all
of the elements of the shotgun are
fitted with such precision that each
B525 performs as you would expect
it to time after time.
During every stage of manufacture,
extreme care is given to make a
shotgun that sets the standard for
all shotguns, which includes the
finely adjusted trigger pull weight
that always meets our specific
criteria for optimal performance.

Hand fitted to create the best there is

Browning’s gunsmiths take their
time when making a B525.
This is the only shotgun on the
market at this price level that is
hand fitted during production to
such a high performance level,
making each shotgun truly unique.

A choice of wood grades and
buttstock options

every Browning B525 is unique,
just like the “Browning feeling” as
the locking pins meet when you
close your gun.

Each buttstock is made using
specially selected walnut sourced
from renewable forests in Europe and
a choice of grades are available from
2, 2.5, 3, 4 and 5.

It makes such a reassuring, perfect
sound that it gives you the desire
to go out and shoot.

The grade of walnut used on your
Browning B525 depends on the level
of finish for the gun that you decide
to purchase.

Traditional red ochre is used to
check that the fit between the
action frame and barrels is perfect.

Different choices of grip are
available, including a pistol grip, a
round pistol grip, an English grip,
and the “Short” version; but there is
also a choice of different drops in the
great diversity of stocks on offer.

This method is the best traditional
procedure to guarantee a perfect fit
between all the parts in wood and
metal.

Each stock is traditionally chequered
providing additional control whilst
shooting. The time and care taken
over the fitting of the stock to each
B525 ensures that each and every
gun is perfectly balanced.

It literally allows the gunsmith to
“look into” the gun.
The needed adjustments are made
by hand, one by one, to ensure
that the Browning B525 sets the
standard for all other shotguns.
The attention to detail in the
making and fitting of each and

4

All of the B525 action frames are
guaranteed for ten years.

Recognising that we are all different,
Browning also produces a B525 that
is suitable for left-handed shooters,
and adjustable triggers with 3
different positions are provided on all
Sporting models.

5

Safety

Every single B525, as with all
Browning shotguns, undergoes
extremely stringent quality checks
that include manual inspections
and measurements, up to actually
firing each and every gun to check
that the shot patterns meet our
exacting accuracy standards.
Additionally, it is supported by
using computerised analysis to
guarantee proper functioning and
extreme reliability in each gun.
So when you are out in the field,
you can be assured that the gun
you are using will never let you
down.

6

Back-bored barrels

Browning delivers the secret of the
pros to you: BACK-BORED barrels
Better impacts, increased shot
speed: complementary features to
get your targets. A barrel is said to
be ”back bored” when its interior
diameter (diameter of the bore) has
been increased beyond the classical
specifications:
• Increase in speed and penetration
• Recoil reduction: -6%
• Improvement of patterning

Small Game Hunting • B525

3

All B525 barrels equipped with
Invector or Invector+ chokes have
been proofed with high-performance steel pellets.
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Cynergy Hunter Over-and-Under Shotguns

Cynergy Hunter Light Grade 3 12M

Small Game Hunting

Cynergy

Take a step forward!
80 years after the invention of the
B25, Browning has created yet another
revolution in the world of Over-andUnder shotguns with the Cynergy.
Years of research and testing have been
required to develop this reliable, highperformance, elegant, and effective
shotgun. Browning takes much pride
and pleasure to introduce you to the
Cynergy Hunter!
So that you, the hunters, can benefit
from the technical characteristics and
ballistic performance of a shotgun that
is unique in its field.
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The Cynergy includes:
• The lowest action frame on the
market: 60 mm
• The fastest second shot: 0.0019 s
• The low action frame with its
integrated hinge gives this
incomparable gun exceptional balance
and incredible strength.
To support these claims, Cynergy’s
action frame comes with a 10-year
warranty. Shouldering the Cynergy is
a perfect, fluid, rapid movement; and
the comfort when firing is exceptional.
You are in line with a weapon that has
virtually no recoil, and the muzzle flip

between two shots is so low that the
second shot is even faster. The BackBored barrels of the Cynergy also allow
the firing of high-performance steel
shot.
The Cynergy is also a model of style,
both modern and attractive, an
innovative design characterised by its
smooth flowing lines and slim silhouette.
The Cynergy’s single trigger action will
give a sensation that you have never
experienced before: incredibly fast,
crisp shots; in fact, they are the fastest
in the world.

Due to the special firing mechanism on
this shotgun – in a class of its own – the
time between first and second shots
is only 0.0019 seconds, compared to
0.0031 for our leading competitors.
The Cynergy is now available as a
hunting gun, in 12 Magnum gauge with
a steel or light alloy action frame and in
20 Magnum gauge with a steel action
frame. The Cynergy hunting gun’s
extremely elegant line is characterised
by the quality of its grade 3, oil-finished
wood, but also by the hunting scene
engravings on its nickeled action frame.

A buttstock in oil-finished grade-3
walnut and a lightweight “Aircraft”
grade action frame reinforced by
high-resistance steel inserts are
decorated with game scenes: two
ducks taking flight on the right and
two partridges on the left, together
with a nickeled finish, form the
Cynergy Hunter’s magnificent
hunting finery.

But the Cynergy’s shape, design,
and performance are still the same.
The Cynergy Hunter is the best
of the latest generation of target
shooting guns that are perfectly
adapted for hunting.

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
Cynergy
3.1 kg
nickeled
American 3/4 oiled and polished
walnut

–The lowest action
frame on th
e market
–The fastest s
econ d shot:
0

,0019 secon
ds

–High-performa
n

ce steel shot

proofed

Small Game Hunting • Cynergy Hunter

Cynergy Hunter Light Grade 3 12M

Back-bored | Steel shot | Light alloy |
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Cynergy Hunter Over-and-Under Shotguns

Small Game Hunting

Cynergy Hunter Light Grade 4 12M

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
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Cynergy Hunter Light Grade 4 12M

Cynergy Hunter Grade 3 12M

Cynergy Hunter Grade 3 20M

This stylised version of the Cynergy
Hunter has been created at the
famous Italian engraving workshop
of Giovanelli. Another unique
feature of this shotgun is that the
wood is made from a single block of
grade 5/6 American walnut.

A buttstockmade of grade 3 walnut
finished in oil, a steel action frame
decorated with animal scenes, two
ducks taking flight on the right, two
partridges on the left, together with
a nickeled finish form the Cynergy
Hunter’s magnificent hunting finery.
But the Cynergy’s shape, design, and
performance are still the same. The
Cynergy Hunter is the best of the latest
generation of target shooting guns that
are perfectly adapted for hunting.

For lovers of small gauges and guns
with elegant lines, the Cynergy
Hunter 20 with its steel action
frame has been made just for you!
With its low action frame height, its
tulip fore-end and its classic stock,
this shotgun is a real 20 magnum
gauge in the body of a 28.

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.1 kg
nickeled
American 5/6 oiled and polished
walnut

12 M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
Cynergy
3.4 kg
nickeled
American 3/4 oiled and polished
walnut

20 M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
38 mm
60 mm
tulip
2.9 kg
nickeled
American 3/4 oiled and polished
walnut

Back-bored | Steel shot | Light alloy |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Cynergy Hunter Grade 3 20M

recommends
the use of ammunition

Small Game Hunting • Cynergy Hunter

Cynergy Hunter Grade 3 12M
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Maxus

Semi-automatic Shotguns

Maxus Premium Grade 3

Small Game Hunting

Maxus

The most reliable design, construction, and performance!
The new Maxus from Browning
is the most anticipated semiautomatic shotgun in decades.
Several highly innovative
technologies combine to make the
Maxus deliver up to 18% less recoil
sensation, 44% less muzzle jump
for more accurate follow-up shots,
and a firing system that is 24%
faster than the nearest competitor.
A new Back Bored Vector Pro barrel
assembly has been developed
specially for the Maxus.
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Add in other benefits, such as
the new Speed Lock Forearm
with express locking mechanism
and Turnkey Magazine Plug, and
the Browning Maxus becomes
the finest, most reliable semiautomatic shotgun ever made.

MAXUS

100%

Brand A
87,5%

Brand B
Brand C

75,0%

Brand D

62,5%
50,0%

Comparison of muzzle jump

The Maxus Premium is the new
top of the-line model in the Maxus
family. Its elegant brushed nickeled
receiver is decorated with a fine
animal engraving enhanced with
gilded birds. The select grade 3
walnut of the stock and forearm
have oil-rubbed finish.

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel lengths
Chokes
Barrel
Rib
Receiver
Buttstock and forearm
Pad
Maximum capacity
Reduced capacity
Proof
Weight (66 cm barrel)
Packaging

12M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (cyl, 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full - 5 cm 1/2)
chromed back-bored Vector Pro
6 mm
nickeled and dovetailed
Grade 2 walnut, oil finished
Inflex
4+1
2+1
Steel pellets
3.1 kg
ABS carry case

Small Game Hunting • Maxus

Maxus Premium Grade 3

Back-bored | Steel shot |
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Maxus

Semi-automatic Shotguns

Maxus Hunter Grade 2

Maxus Hunter Grade 2
The animal engraving and nickeled
receiver of the Maxus Hunter give it
a very distinct character.

Small Game Hunting

This next generation gun enjoys all
the innovations of the Maxus line.

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel lengths
Chokes
Barrel
Rib
Receiver
Buttstock and forearm
Pad
Maximum capacity
Reduced capacity
Proof
Weight (66 cm barrel)
Packaging

12M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (cyl, 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full - 5 cm 1/2)
chromed back-bored Vector Pro
6 mm
nickeled and dovetailed
Grade 2 walnut, oil finished
inflex
4+1
2+1
Steel pellets
3.1 kg
ABS carry case

Back-bored | Steel shot |
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Maxus Composite

Maxus Camo Duck Blind

The all-terrain version of the
Maxus is chambered in super
magnum. The buttstock and the
forearm of this model have a
careful ergonomic design, with
all the handling surfaces specially
developed for Browning.

This model is for waterfowl
specialists or for hunts where
stealth is vital. It has all the
characteristics of the Maxus and is
covered with the famous Mossy Oak
Duck Blind camouflage pattern.

12 M 3,5”
89 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (cyl, 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full - 5 cm 1/2)
chromed back-bored Vector Pro
6 mm
dovetailed
composite
inflex
4+1
2+1
Steel pellets
3.1 kg
ABS carry case

12 M 3,5”
89 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (cyl, 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full - 5 cm 1/2)
chromed back-bored Vector Pro
6 mm
dovetailed
composite
inflex
4+1
2+1
Steel pellets
3.1 kg
ABS carry case

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Quick mounting system of the
Speed Lock forearm.

Maxus Camo Duck Blind

recommends
the use of ammunition

Small Game Hunting • Maxus

Maxus Composite
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Maxus

Semi-automatic Shotguns

3

1

4

2

49.25"
9"

13.5"
12.16"

The softest shooting semiautomatic ever:

Small Game Hunting

While no recoil reduction system
on a shotgun can escape the laws
of physics, the Maxus is sure to
change your mind about recoil
control. The Power Drive Gas
System, Inflex technology, Vector
Pro Back Bored technology, from
Browning are combined to reduce
the total recoil force to the
shooter by 18% compared to any
other semi-automatic shotgun on
the market.

1

Inflex Technology

The recoil pad with Inflex
technology is the most effective
recoil pad of all semi-automatic
shotguns.
Much more than a recoil pad in a
recoil-absorbing material, it has
been designed with an internal
structure that lowers the buttstock
and pushes it away from the
shooter’s face after each discharge,
which allows a second shot that is
even more comfortable and faster.

2

Optimal Dimensions

3

Trigger System

Innovation in the Maxus is racing
ahead and you can see this in
the fitting and handling. The new
Maxus has an extended forearm
and a pistol grip with a small radius
to maximise control.

The new design of the Lightning
trigger system is the best ever
offered for a semi-automatic
shotgun. It is designed to offer a
smooth, crisp feel with a minimum
of travel.

A light tube magazine in steel
reduces weight and thus allows
a faster swing while maintaining
durability. The drop and the cast
can be adjusted by using a set of
buttstock spacers.

With a mean firing time of 0.0052
seconds, the Lightning trigger
system is 24% faster than the
nearest competing semi-automatic,
making each pull perfect. Also, it is
easy to remove for cleaning.

4

Speed Load Plus & Cut off

Speed Loading has been very
popular on Browning autoloaders
for decades. Browning’s new
patented loading system sends the
first shell directly to the chamber
from the magazine. And now,
unloading is just as simple with the
new Maxus.
The fast unloading function
quickly and easily clears the tube
magazine, without any need to
individually chamber shells.
The Maxus is equipped with a cut
off for the magazine to allow the
shooter to unload the chamber
easily, and thus change the type of
shell without having to chamber a
shell from the magazine.
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5

VectorPro & Back-Bored

The new geometry of the extended
VectorPro forcing cone together
with the back-bored barrel
eliminates the deformation of shot,
making it possible to improve the
shot pattern and reduce recoil
sensation.
63,5
mm
20,3
mm

18,8 mm

10,7
mm
20,3
mm

18,4 mm

Flat Rib
A new flat sighting rib is aligned
with the top of the receiver.

6

Power Drive Gas System

The new Power Drive Gas System
uses larger escape valves to
remove gas more quickly with
heavy loads.
A brand new patented design for
an integrated valve keeps residue
outside the mechanism for cleaner
functioning.
The piston has a run increased
in length by 20% to make it even
more reliable with light charges.
The system works with charges
from 24 to 64 g.

7

Speed Lock Forearm

The awkward screw knob
mechanism on the forearm has
been replaced by a forearm with
the Speed Lock system. This secure
system for setting the forearm
makes disassembly of the shotgun
for cleaning and storage easier and
faster, and lets you attach or detach
a strap with one simple press.
The patented Turnkey magazine
plug system is easily disassembled
with a car key.

8

Invector-Plus™ Choke System

The Invector Plus interchangeable
choke functions jointly with the
Vector Pro and the back-bored
barrel to offer dense and regular
shot patterns.
The longer tapering cone inside
an Invector Plus choke produces
regular shot patterns with more
uniform densities, and therefore
fewer scattered pellets.

Small Game Hunting • Maxus

6

5

8

7
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Fusion Evolve

Semi-automatic Shotguns

Fusion Evolve Elegance

Small Game Hunting

Fusion Evolve

Effective in all circumstances.
The Fusion Evolve range is
distinguished by its innovative
characteristics, such as the Speed
Loading system or the very reliable
Active Valve System.
As with all Browning semiautomatics, you can shoot all shells
with high performance steel shot,
from standard to magnum.

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Rib
Buttstock
Magazine
Cap. without red.
Cap. with red.
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
Accessories
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Fusion Evolve Elégance

Fusion Evolve Plus 12M

The Fusion Evolve Elegance is
distinguished by its rich and
stylised animal engravings,
presenting pheasants on one side
and partridges on the other.

With all the features of the Fusion
Evolve family, this version is
characterised by its grade 2 satin
varnished walnut, its dual tone
receiver, and the matt finish on its
barrel.

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full - 5 cm Full)
6 mm
370 mm
tubular/aluminium
4 (3 in the 76 mm)
2
3.1 kg
nickeled
oil finished walnut
light alloy receiver with magazine cut-off
chromed barrel – machined dovetail on receiver for
scope - inleted swivel bases
6 spacers for buttstock adjustment (drop-cast)
set of 6 interchangeable fibre optic sights - case
Back-bored | Steel shot |

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full - 5 cm Full)
6 mm
370 mm
tubular/aluminium
4 (3 in the 76 mm)
2
3.1 kg
black anodised
satin varnished walnut
light alloy receiver with magazine cut-off
chromed barrel – machined dovetail on receiver for
scope - inleted swivel bases
6 spacers for buttstock adjustment (drop-cast)
set of 6 interchangeable fibre optic sights - case
Back-bored | Steel shot |
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Small Game Hunting • Fusion Evolve

Fusion Evolve Plus 12M
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Phoenix

Semi-automatic Shotguns

Small Game Hunting

Phoenix Hunter 20M

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Rib
Buttstock
Length
Magazine
Cap. without red.
Cap. with red.
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
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Phoenix Hunter 20M

Phoenix Topcote 12M

Phoenix Hunter 12M

La Gamme Phoenix

The Phoenix Hunter 20 gauge keeps
all its promises by offering you a
semi-automatic shotgun chambered
for 20 Magnum gauge that is light,
functions perfectly, and has a
reasonable price.

The Phoenix ”Top Cote” is an
improved version of the Phoenix
with a special luxury treatment of
the wood which also offers better
resistance to humidity.

Its receiver, decorated with a
splendid Phoenix, has a special
coating providing better resistance
to salty conditions.

The Phoenix gives you access to
Browning quality at the best prices.

The receiver also has a special
black coating.

Tests in salty fog, which are
extremely demanding, have shown
resistance that is 200 hours longer
compared to a classic finish.

20 M
76 mm
66 - 71 cm
4 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
370 mm
tubular/aluminium
4 (3 in the 76 mm)
2 +1
2.9 kg
black
satin varnished walnut
receiver made of light alloy
machined dovetail on receiver for
scope
Back-bored | Steel shot |

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
4 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 -3/4 - Full)
6 mm
pistol
370 mm
tubular/aluminium
4 (3 in the 76 mm) + 1
2+1
3.3 kg
black
Topcote
receiver made of light alloy
machined dovetail on receiver for
scope
Back-bored | Steel shot |

12 M
76 mm
66 - 71 - 76 cm
4 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 -3/4 - Full)
6 mm
pistol
370 mm
tubular/aluminium
4 (3 in the 76 mm) + 1
2+1
3.3 kg
grey
satin varnished walnut
receiver made of light alloy
machined dovetail on receiver for
scope
Back-bored | Steel shot |

The Back-Bore barrel, equipped
with removable Invector+ chokes,
proofed for high performance steel
shot, and the exclusive Active Valve
System make this gun one to shoot
in all conditions.
The Phoenix is one of the best
value and quality shotguns
available today.

The lightness of the Phoenix Hunter
20M makes it the ideal gun for
woodcock hunters.

Phoenix Hunter 12M

recommends
the use of ammunition

Small Game Hunting • Phoenix

Phoenix Topcote 12M
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Small Game Hunting

Outdoor

Clothing for small game hunters - Prestige Series

Prestige Series:

Prestige Parka

A line designed specially for
driven hunts, guaranteeing a
swing without obstructions with
perfect protection against the
elements!

Perfect protection against the
elements
• The PreVent Membrane is
perfectly waterproof and
windproof, but still breathes
• A protective mesh anti-humidity
strip between the outer shell and
the lining
• Removable hood adjustable in 3
sizes.

Code
Colours
Sizes
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Prestige Trousers

30394930••
olive
S - 3XL

Ideal design for the driven
game hunter
• Shoulder articulations for an easy
swing
• 2 large cargo pockets with easy
access for ammunition
• Holders for Reactar™ anti-recoil
pads
(Reactar™ pads sold separately)
• Multiple internal storage pockets
• C arrying straps
• Game bag
• Size-adjustment cord

• T he PreVent Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
• Interior mesh lining
• Multiple pockets

Code
Colours
Sizes

30278830••
olive
S - 3XL

•T
 he PreVent Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
• 2 large cargo pockets with easy
access for ammunition
• Hand-warming pockets and inside
pocket for carrying items
• Game bag in back of vest

Code
Colours
Sizes

Small Game Hunting • Outdoor

Prestige Vest

30591230••
olive
S - 3XL
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Outdoor

Clothing for small game hunters - Upland Hunter Series

Upland Hunter Cap

Small Game Hunting

•S
 olid and water-resistant Dry
Wax fabric

Upland Hunter Series:
A line designed specially for
active hunting, joining lightweight
fabrics and protection against the
elements.
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Upland Hunter Vest

Upland Hunter Parka
Protection against the elements
• The PreVent Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
• A protective mesh anti-humidity
strip between the outer shell and
the lining
Ideal design for active hunters
• Flexible and ultra-light fabric
• 2 large cargo pockets with easy
access for ammunition and a
pocket for special ammunition

• I nternal pockets for carrying items
• C arrying straps
• Large easy-access game pocket
green

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

30394839••
green
S - 3XL

Upland Hunter Trousers
• Wide pads in solid and waterresistant dry wax fabrics
• Interior mesh lining
• Multiple pockets

30278739••
green
S - 3XL

•S
 olid and water-resistant Dry
Wax fabric
• Holders for Reactar™ anti-recoil
pads
(Reactar™ pads sold separately)
• 2 large cargo pockets with easy
access for ammunition and a
pocket for special ammunition
• Internal pockets for carrying
items
• L arge easy-access game pocket
• Detachable ventilation panel in
the back
Code
30591339••
Colours
green
Sizes
S - 3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30897130••
green
S - 3XL

Upland Hunter Vest
•S
 olid and water-resistant Dry
Wax fabric
• 2 large cargo pockets with easy
access for ammunition
• Hand-warming pockets
• Internal storage pockets
• Game bag
• Insulation
Code
Colours
Sizes

30591439••
green
S - 3XL

Legia

Hunting cartridges

Légia Hunting

Légia field

Légia high speed

Légia brenneke

The Legia Hunting in its Burgundy
holder with a 67 mm case and 32 g
load hardened lead shot is the ideal
shell for upland hunting and for
small game hunting with all types
of shotguns at short and medium
distances.

With its 22 mm head and 34 g of
hardened shot in a 70 mm case,
the Legia Field is the “all terrain”
cartridge for driven hunts of partridge or pheasant.

The Legia High Speed is the specialist cartridge for long-distance
shooting of fast game with dense
plumage, such as pigeons.

For a century, hunters have trusted
completely in Legia shells, which
have been faithful companions on
the terrain of their passion.

Available in no. 6, 7 and 8 shot, you
will appreciate the smoothness and
regularity of the shot patterns for
hunting doves, pigeons, or pheasants.

Code
Gauge
Tube
Head
Load
Shot
Speed in m/s

CBLC132P
12
67
16
32
67
395

It will also be your ideal partner for
hunting hares.

In fact, its high speed and heavy
load of 36 g with perfectly adapted
shot (4-5-6) make it a powerful and
effective shell.
Its red case with a 22 mm head
that ensures excellent holding in
the chamber are the distinctive
signs of this “high performance”
shell.

Code
Gauge
Tube
Head
Load
Shot
Speed in m/s

CBFI34P
12
70
22
34
567
400

Code
Gauge
Tube
Head
Load
Shot
Speed in m/s

CBHSR36P
12
70
22
36
456
400

Code
Gauge
Tube
Head
Load
Shot
Type of barrel
Speed in m/s

CBBK12
12
67
22NI
31,5
Slug Brenneke
Smooth
435

Small Game Hunting • Legia

The newest line has integrated the
latest technical developments while
still respecting the heritage of this
line of legendary shells, which are
sought out by hunters for whom
every discharge of a shotgun must
be a “master shot”.
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Waterfowl Hunting
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Maxus

Semi-automatic Shotguns

Maxus Camo Duck Blind

Maxus Camo Duck Blind

Maxus Composite

The model par excellence for
waterfowlers. This shotgun is
covered in the famous Mossy Oak
Duck Blind camouflage, which is
the most effective camouflage for
waterfowl.

Designed for the most extreme
hunts, the Maxus Composite is a
real tool that meets all challenges.

Waterfowl Hunting

It is chambered in super magnum
to allow you to shoot Steel shot
shells of 70 mm to 89 mm.
Gauge
Chamber
Barrel lengths
Chokes
Barrel
Rib
Receiver
Buttstock and forearm
Pad
Maximum capacity
Reduced capacity
Proof
Weight (66 cm barrel)
Packaging

12 M 3.5"
89 mm
66, 71, 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl ,1/4,1/2,3/4,Full, 5cm 1/2)
Chromed back-bored Vector Pro
6 mm
Dovetailed
Composite
Inflex
4+1
2+1
Steel pellets
3.1 kg
ABS carry case

Back-bored | Steel shot |
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For the buttstock and forearm of
this shotgun, we have developed a
special anti-slip surface to ensure
you a good grip on your gun in all
weather conditions.

12 M 3.5"
89 mm
66, 71, 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl ,1/4,1/2,3/4,Full, 5cm 1/2)
Chromed back-bored Vector Pro
6 mm
Dovetailed
Composite
Inflex
4+1
2+1
Steel pellets
3.1 kg
ABS carry case

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Waterfowl Hunting • Maxus

Maxus Composite
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Phoenix
B425 Waterfowl

Semi-automatic Shotguns
Over-and-Under Shotguns

Waterfowl Hunting

Phoenix Composite 12M 3.5’’

Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Magazine
Cap. without red.
Cap. with red.
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
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Phoenix Composite 12M 3.5"

Phoenix Camo Mobu 12M 3.5"

Phoenix Special Canard 12M 3.5"

B425 Waterfowl 12M 3.5"

The composite buttstock and
forearm of this model make an
ultra-robust gun that can go
anywhere. With its Back Bored
barrel chambered for 89 mm
(3.5’’), you can shoot all types of
shells, from light loads of 32 g to
heavy loads of 63 g, most notably
allowing the shooting of geese.

The Phoenix Camo stands out due
to its very singular "full camo"
look, but it is extremely effective
as stealth and camouflage are
essential elements for success in
your hunting. Ideal for waterfowlers
or pigeon hunters.

The Phoenix Special Canard is
the semi-automatic shotgun
for waterfowl specialists that
is accessible to all. It has the
technical characteriastics of
the Phoenix. But thanks to its 3
1/2”chamber, it can fire super
magnum 89 mm shells. The
receiver of this special model is
coated in black for greater stealth,
and decorated with a silver duck.

Designed for intense use in natural
aquatic environments, the Waterfowl
will accompany you without getting
damaged when you go hunting
duck and geese. Its buttstock is
protected by a satin varnish. Also,
it is chambered for 3.5’’ shells and
its barrel can handle large loads and
Steel shot without a problem. The
62 mm "Invectors Plus" ensure the
finest ballistic performance.

12 Super Magnum
89 mm (3.5”)
71 - 76 cm, chromed
4 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 -3/4 - Full)
6 mm
pistol
370 mm
44 mm
51 mm
tubular/aluminium
3 in the 89 mm (4 in the 76 mm) + 1
2+1
3.3 kg
black
composite
receiver made of light alloy
machined dovetail on receiver for scope
Back-bored | Steel shot |

12 Super Magnum
89 mm (3.5”)
71 - 76 cm, chromed
4 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 -3/4 - Full)
6 mm
pistol
370 mm
44 mm
51 mm
tubular/aluminium
3 in the 89 mm (4 in the 76 mm) + 1
2+1
3.3 kg
Camo
composite Camo
receiver made of light alloy
machined dovetail on receiver for scope
Back-bored | Steel shot |

12 Super Magnum
89 mm (3.5”)
71 - 76 cm, chromed
4 Invector+ (1/4 - 1/2 -3/4 - Full)
6 mm
pistol
370 mm
44 mm
51 mm
tubular/aluminium
3 in the 89 mm (4 in the 76 mm) + 1
2+1
3.3 kg
black
satin varnished walnut
receiver made of light alloy
machined dovetail on receiver for scope
Back-bored | Steel shot |

12 Super Magnum
89 mm (3.5”)
76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
rounded pistol
375 mm
38 mm
52 mm

3.4 kg
greyed
satin varnish
Back-bored | Steel shot |

Phoenix Camo Mobu 12 Super

Mag 3,5’’

B425 Waterfowl Camo 12M 3.5"
Phoenix Special Canard 12
Super Mag 3.5’’

B425 Waterfowl Camo 12 Super
12 Super Magnum
89 mm (3.5”)
76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
rounded pistol
375 mm
38 mm
52 mm

3.4 kg
greyed
Camo + Dura-Touch

Mag

B425 Waterfowl 12 Super Mag

recommends
the use of ammunition

Waterfowl Hunting • Phoenix - B425

Chambered in 89 mm or 3.5’’, this
version, equipped with Mossy Oak®
Break up™ camouflage and Duratouch coating, will provide you with
unparalleled effectiveness and
comfort of use.

Back-bored | Steel shot |
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Outdoor

Clothing for waterfowl hunters - XPO Grand Passage

1

4

2

5

Waterfowl Hunting

3

XPO Grand Passage

XPO™ Grand Passage • Parka
1

A line designed exclusively for
waterfowl hunters, ensuring
total protection against humidity
and cold as well as providing
maximum ease of movement.

2

XPO™ Grand Passage fabric with
Pre-Vent™ membrane: waterproof,
wind-proof and breathable.
The SelectWeight insulation system
allows you maximum warmth while
optimising freedom of movement.

48

The Duck Blind camouflage
revolutionises the art of becoming
invisible and melting into the
scenery.

3

A protective mesh antihumidity strip between the
outer shell and the lining.

4

Sleeves attached in a single
seamless piece. Articulated
elbow to facilitate movement.
Detachable, insulated hood
that is adjustable for height.

5

Two oversized spill-resistant
bellows pockets with magnetic
fasteners and hand-warming
pockets. Exterior pockets with
the Pocket Expander System.
Waterproof neoprene mittens
with hook and loop fasteners.

Moulded shoulder strips
protect against wear.

Code
Colours
Sizes

30398317••
duck blind
S-3XL

Cap
• Logo 3D
• Adjustable with tabs
308479171
duck blind
one size fits all

XPO™ Grand Passage • Bib

XPO™ Grand Passage • Gloves

•X
 PO™ Grand Passage materials
with Pre-Vent™ membrane:
breathable, waterproof, and
windproof
• Brushed tricot lining
• Thermore® insulation
• Full-length, bi-directional side
seam zippers with storm flaps
• Elasticized suspenders with cam
lock buckles
• Zippered rear pocket
• Zippered front opening storm flap

• XPO™ Grand Passage fabric with
Pre-Vent™ insert: waterproof,
wind-proof and breathable
• Improved anti-slip palm,
PrimaLoft® insulation for optimal
warmth
• Lycra® cuffs
• Flex Grip knuckle seams

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

30698617••
duck blind
M-3XL

Waterfowl Hunting • Outdoor

Code
Colours
Sizes

30788317••
duck blind
M-2XL
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Bar

Semi-automatic Rifles Custom Shop

Bar Grade D1

Bar Grade D1

Bar Grade D

Driven Hunts of Big Game

This is the luxury BAR model, made at the Custom Shop. It is available in
all the usual calibres in ‘Battue’ or ‘Affût’ versions.

Calibre
Barrel
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Magazine
Std. Capacity
Total weight
Wood
Notes
Mounted
Furnished
Options
(**) According to applicable laws

52

Bar Steel Affût Std

Bar Steel Battue

.243 Win, .30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, .308 Win
.300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, .338 Win Mag
55 cm
LPA
gilt bead with front sight protection
351 mm
42.5 mm
52 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3.5 kg
satin varnished walnut
4 threaded holes on the receiver for scope mounting
screw head for strap swivel.
pair of removable strap swivels.
available in Mk1 version (limited quantity) - grades IV

.243 Win, .30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, .308 Win
.300 Win Mag, 7 mm Rem Mag, .338 Win Mag
60 cm
LPA
gilt bead with front sight protection
351 mm
42.5 mm
52 mm
removable magazine (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3.75 kg
satin varnished walnut
4 threaded holes on the receiver for scope mounting
screw head for strap swivel.
pair of removable strap swivels.
available in Mk1 version (limited quantity) - grades IV

Bar Grade D

Bar Grade D

Bar Grade D1

Bar Grade D1

Driven Hunts of Big Game • Bar Custom Shop

Bar Grade D
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Bar Zenith

Semi-automatic Rifles

Bar Zenith Ultimate

Driven Hunts of Big Game

Bar

The best-selling semi-automatic rifle in the world.
Does the BAR, whose full name is
the Browning Automatic Rifle, need
to be introduced again?
The BAR created a new class of
guns, semi-automatic rifles for big
game hunting.
Since its creation in 1966 by one
Bruce Browning, grandson of John
Moses Browning, showing that good
genes live on, the success of the
BAR has never been denied.
With more than one million units
sold in 44 years, the BAR is the
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undisputed leader, the benchmark
for semi-automatic rifles.

aesthetic modifications to remain
the best rifle in its class.

This title is the result of the
quality of its mechanism, to the
smoothness of its functioning
of its gas system that reduces
recoil sensation to a minimum,
to its reliability, and above all
to the fact that it is constantly
evolving to offer continually better
performances.

Today there are twelve models,
offered in twelve different calibres.

Over the seasons, the BAR has
once again been improved. It
benefits from mechanical and

Whether you choose a Zenith, a
ShortTrac, a LongTrac, or a classic
BAR with a receiver made of steel
or a lightweight alloy, you will
benefit from four decades of knowhow, shooting, and excellence.

Driven Hunts of Big Game • Bar Zenith
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Bar Zenith

Semi-automatic Rifles

Bar Zenith Prestige Wood
Bar Zenith Prestige Wood

Bar Zenith Ultimate

Bar Zenith Prestige Big Game

The Prestige version comprises two
models: Wood and Big Game, both
fitted with a Bavarian buttstock and
a tulip forearm made from Grade 3
walnut.

This is the supreme model of
the Zenith family, endowed with
magnificent engraving entirely
retouched by hand and enhanced
with gold inlays showing wild boar
on the left side and stags fighting
on the other.

The BAR Zenith Big Game
possesses engraved plates.

Driven Hunts of Big Game

The BAR Zenith Wood is
distinguished by wooden plates
integrated into both sides of the
receiver, while the BAR Zenith Big
Game possesses engraved plates.
Calibre
Length
Front sight
Rear sight
Buttstock
Magazine
Standard capacity
Magnum capacity
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
Accessories

(**) According to applicable laws
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270 WSM - 30-06 - 300 WM - 9,3x62 - 7x64
51 cm, piped
adjustable fibre optic
battue type rib and rear sight
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3,3 kg
black
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting drop and
cast + rear sight

Every BAR Zenith can also be
customized to suit your preferences
thanks to the numerous options on
offer.

A series of options is available for
personalising your gun according to
your wishes.
270 WSM - 30-06 - 300 WM - 9.3x62
51 cm, piped
adjustable fibre optic
battue type rib and rear sight
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3.3 kg
black
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting drop and
cast + rear sight

270 WSM - 30-06 - 300 WM - 9,3x62
51 cm, piped
adjustable fibre optic
battue type rib and rear sight
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3,3 kg
black
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting drop and
cast + rear sight

Bar Zenith Prestige Big Game

Zenith Ultimate left-side engraving

Prestige Big Game left-side engraving

Rear sight supplied
with the battue rib

recommends
the use of ammunition
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Bar Zenith Ultimate
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Bar Zenith

Models and options

Custom Bar Zenith
(Scope not supplied)

Driven Hunts of Big Game

1

The top-of-the-line semiautomatic rifle, the BAR Zenith
is the very latest development
of the very famous BAR rifle.
The master values of this Zenith
family are style, refinement, and
elegance, as well as the pleasure
of using a custom gun.
Indeed, the major asset of the
BAR Zenith is that it gives you
the possibility of customising
your gun thanks to an array
of available options with
different plates integrated into
the receiver, but above all,
several types of buttstocks and
forearms.
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2

Plates in Grade 5 wood

Options
Plates

Plates in Grade 3 wood
1. Plates in Grade 5 wood
2. Big Game plates
3. Ultimate plates

Standard =

Optional r

Not available



3

Big Game plates

Prestige Wood

Prestige Big Game

Ultimate

=
r
r
r



=
r




=

Ultimate plates

Options
wood
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Prestige Wood Prestige Big Game

Bavarian buttstock & tulip forearm Grade 3
Bavarian buttstock & tulip forearm Grade 4
Bavarian buttstock & tulip forearm Grade 5
Monte Carlo buttstock & tulip forearm Grade 4
Monte Carlo buttstock & tulip forearm Grade 5
Classic cheek piece & rounded forearm Grade 5

Standard =

Optional r

Not available



=
r
r
r
r
r

=
r
r
r
r
r

Ultimate

=
r
r
r
r

Bavarian buttstock & tulip
forearm Grade 4

5

Bavarian buttstock & tulip
forearm Grade 5

6

Monte Carlo buttstock &
tulip forearm Grade 4

7

Monte Carlo buttstock &
tulip forearm Grade 5

8

Classic cheek piece & rounded
forearm Grade 5
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Bar
Semi-automatic Rifles
Short/ LongTrac

Bar ShortTrac LongTrac Eclipse Gold
Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac

Refinement and elegance are
the two characteristics of this
new BAR Eclipse Gold. It has a
nickeled receiver with two brushed
side faces that show off a new
engraving of a hunting scene
accented by a touch of gold.

The refined BAR Luxe plays the
elegance card with its ultra-realistic
hand-finished animal engraving.
For this high-end model, the most
beautiful walnut has been selected
to produce this superb stock with its
slight hogback, Bavarian cheek piece,
and tulip forearm. The BAR Luxe is
delivered in an Opaline case specially
designed for it.

This is a carbon copy of the
new Eclipse Gold, retaining all
of its features, but adapted to
left-handed shooters. Thus, the
ejection window and safety are
reversed to create the only semiautomatic rifle in a complete lefthanded version.

The thousands upon thousands
of left-handed hunters using an
unsuitable rifle finally have an
answer to their needs, and the
problems of ejected cartridges
passing in front of their eyes or
burning their arms are now part of
the past.

30-06 - 300 WM - 9.3 x 62 - 270 Win - 7 x 64
270 WSM
51 cm, piped
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**) (2 for the ShortTrac)
3 or 2 (**)
3.25 kg
nickeled
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting
drop and cast

30-06 - 300 WM - 9.3 x 62
270 WSM
51 cm, piped
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3.25 kg
nickeled
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting
drop and cast

30-06 - 300 WM - 9.3 x 62
270 WSM
51 cm, piped
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**) (LongTrac)
3 or 2 (**)
3.35 kg (3.25 kg ShortTrac)
nickeled
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting
drop and cast

30-06 - 300 WM
270 WSM
51 cm
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**) (LongTrac)
3 or 2 (**)
3.35 kg (3.25 kg ShortTrac)
nickeled
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting
drop and cast

Driven Hunts of Big Game

Eclipse Gold

LongTrac calibre
ShortTrac calibre
Barrel
Front sight
Rear sight
Buttstock
Magazine
Std. Capacity
Mag. Capacity
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
Accessories
(**) According to applicable laws
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Luxe

Eclipse Gold Left Handed

Elite Left Handed

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac
Eclipse Gold Left Handed

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac
Elite Left Handed
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Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac Luxe
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Bar
Semi-automatic Rifles
Short/ LongTrac

Bar Short/ LongTrac Hunter
Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac
Hunter

Driven Hunts of Big Game

It's the new standard bearer for
the ShortTrac - LongTrac line. It
is elegant, beautiful, and more
ergonomic.
Its receiver carries a restrained
and refined engraving, enhanced by
a golden Buck Mark on an old-silver
nickel plating.
LongTrac calibre
ShortTrac calibre
Barrel
Front sight
Rear sight
Buttstock
Magazine
Std. Capacity
Mag. Capacity
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
Accessories
(**) According to applicable laws
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30-06 - 7x64 - 7mm Rem - 300 WM - 9,3x62
308 - 270 WSM
51 cm
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
360 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3.35 kg (3.25 kg ShortTrac)
nickeled
oil finished
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting drop
and cast

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac

Entirely covered in Mossy Oak®
Break Up™ camouflage, this camo
version perfectly blends in with
vegetation and is the ideal partner
for your camouflage clothing.

With its receiver and forearm made
of composite materials gives this
gun extreme ruggedness under all
conditions.

Camo
The Bavarian buttstock with its
tulip forearm produces excellent
handling, and thus a great
efficiency of use. The balance of
this gun, guaranteeing great joy,
has been upgraded by using new,
completely adjustable aluminium
sighting equipment.

Composite

It gives you greater efficiency for
hunting big game.

Likewise, it gives the shooters
superior and comfortable handling
and grip.

30-06 - 300 WM
270 WSM
51 cm
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
350 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3.35 kg (3.25 kg ShortTrac)
camo
composite
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting drop
and cast

30-06 - 300 WM
270 WSM
51 cm
adjustable fibre optic
adjustable battue type rib
350 mm
removable magazine (**)
4 or 2 (**)
3 or 2 (**)
3.35 kg (3.25 kg ShortTrac)
black
composite
4 threaded holes on the receiver
for scope mounting
6 spacers for adjusting drop
and cast

Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac
Composite

recommends
the use of ammunition
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Bar ShortTrac - LongTrac Camo
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Bar

Semi-automatic Rifles

Browning makes the difference.

In 2002, Browning, in collaboration
with Winchester, developed the
WSM (Winchester Short Magnum)
calibres that bring together the
power and accuracy of the classic
magnum calibres and place them
in a smaller cartridge.

An undisputed leader with 44
years' experience, Browning is
the specialist in semi-automatic
rifles.

Driven Hunts of Big Game

In 1966 Browning launched the
BAR (Browning Automatic Rifle)
and it quickly became THE market
benchmark. Despite stiff competition, the BAR became the
unquestionable leader in Europe
for semi-automatic rifles.
To date, more than one million
BARs have been sold.

In 2003, Browning introduced
the ShortTrac, which is the first
semi-automatic rifle on the market
specifically developed for WSM
calibres.
The smaller size of the cartridge
allowed the creation of a light,
compact gun with the guarantee of
"Magnum" performance.
All of the experience acquired by
our research and development
services on the BAR over the
last 44 years is found integrated
into the ShortTrac for your great
satisfaction.
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1

The most reliable rifle on the
market; 44 years of experience

The Barrel chamber is chrome
plated to avoid the formation of
rust with usage, but especially to
facilitate the extraction of used
cartridges and thus ensure perfect
operation, cartridge after cartridge.
The gas cylinder is also chromed
to avoid rust, but above all to allow
piston movement in spite of the
combustion gas.
The exclusive Browning gasoperated system is adjustable,
thereby enabling you to adapt the
gun to the types of ammunition
used. This operation must be
performed by your Browning
gunsmith.
An ingenious breech-damping
system, located in the housing,
considerably reduces wear and
stress on the internal mechanical
parts.

2

Excellent accuracy

The barrel of each BAR rifle is
created by cold hammering at
the Fabrique Nationale in Herstal,
Belgium.
The barrel/bolt locking mechanism
works directly in the barrel, due to
a lock of seven lugs that engage in
an extremely rigid manner.
This system provides excellent
shooting accuracy, as well as
the possibility of firing magnum
cartridges.
The barrel is "breeched" into
the receiver, which guarantees
great rigidity in the barrel-frame
assembly. This is the essential
element for great accuracy.

3

Very high quality finish and
assembly

During its assembly, each BAR rifle
is subjected to extreme care so
that each component is perfectly
fitted, and assures you unfailing
reliability and pleasure of use.

Exclusive Browning BOSS™

(Ballistic Optimizing Shooting System):
improvement of accuracy.
The BOSS™ system has two
main advantages: it improves
the accuracy of the rifle and
considerably reduces its recoil.
Improvement of accuracy: the
BOSS™ system allows the bullet
to leave the barrel at the ideal
moment, i.e., at the "peak" or
"valley" of the vibration wave when
the muzzle is virtually motionless.
Ten positions are indicated on
each Barrel equipped with BOSS™,
and a table of average settings is
supplied for each calibre, which
permits rapid adjustment of the
rifle to the desired ammunition.
Recoil reduction: air vents located all around the circumference
of the BOSS™ system serve as a
muzzle brake by diverting the combustion gas. The result is a recoil
reduction of around 30-50% depending on the calibre and, therefore, excellent shooting comfort.

5

Reversible safety for
left-handed shooters

Every BAR ShortTrac, LongTrac, or
Zenith rifle has a reversible safety
located behind the trigger shoe
that can be adapted for left-handed
shooters. This operation must be
performed by a gunsmith.
Adjustable buttstock: the BAR
ShortTrac and LongTrac, as well as
the BAR Zenith, are fitted with 5
inserts that allow you to adapt the
drops and cast of the buttstock to
your body.

6

Adjustable buttstock length

7

Innovative design

Certain BAR ShortTracs and
LongTracs are equipped with an
interchangeable pad that enables
you to adjust the length of your
gun to suit your body.

The ergonomic magazine cutoff allows effortless access to
the hinged magazine (90°), thus
allowing for easier loading and
unloading of cartridges.

There are three pads of different
thicknesses (1.3 cm - 2.0 cm 2.5 cm). The orginal firearm is
delivered with the intermediate 2.0
cm thick pad.

Silent loading: the red dot seen
on the receiver behind the arming
lever acts as a locking indicator
for increased reliability. Thus you
can load your gun in silence, in all
certainty that it is locked properly.

8

Adapability of buttstocks

Completely interchangable,
different types of buttstocks and
forearms are available as separate
parts and can be installed on your
ShortTrac/LongTrac.

Bar ShortTrac
Drop-down magazine kit
For countries where permitted
by law, a removable drop-down
magazine with a 6-shot capacity is
available as an accessory only in
the 30-06 calibre.

specially designed for the new
Winchester Short Magnum calibres

Bar LongTrac

specially designed for conventional
calibres

recommends
the use of ammunition
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CCS 25

Double Express Rifles Custom Shop

CCS 25 Poursuite
CCS 25 Poursuite

CCS 25

Fitted with side plates, this
“Custom” version with 65 cm
barrels and battue rib has a folding
“ear-shaped” rear sight.

The CCS 25 is offered in several
calibres, such as .270 W. .30-06,
.30R Blaser, 7 X 65 R, 8 X 57 JRS,
9.3 X 62, and 9.3 X 74 R. It is also
available in a box-lock version with
a wide array or engravings.

“Custom” Side Plates

Driven Hunts of Big Game

It has a three-piece forearm and
a teardrop pistol buttstock with
a concealed pad made of walnut
that is especially selected for the
orientation of its grain.
Calibre
Length
Top rib
Front sight
Rear sight
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes
Options
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.270W, .30.06, .30 Blaser, 7x65R, 8x57JRS, 9.3x74R.
61 or 65 cm
battue
bead maillechort
folding
pistol
370 mm
40 mm
62 mm
tulip
3.4 Kg
blued or greyed
oil finished
engravings: B2E, BAVARIAN, B5, D5G, M1
Concealed pad + GM 3 pc
scope mounting - 2nd pair of 20 cal. barrels 20 double trigger - custom buttstock

Grade B5

.270W, .30.06, .30 Blaser, 7x65R, 8x57JRS, 9.3x74R.
61 or 65 cm
battue
bead maillechort
folding
pistol
370 mm
40 mm
62 mm
tulip
3.4 Kg
blued or greyed
oil finished
engravings: B2E, BAVARIAN, B5, D5G, M1
Concealed pad + GM 3 pc
scope mounting - 2nd pair of 20 cal. barrels 20 double trigger - custom buttstock

CCS 25 Bavarian

CCS 25 B2E

CCS 25 B5

CCS 25 C5

CCS 25 D8
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CCS 25 B5
(Scope not supplied)
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CCS 525

Double Express Rifles

CCS 525 Elite

Driven Hunts of Big Game

CCS 525 Elite

Calibre
Length
Front sight
Rear sight
Buttstock
Length
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes
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CCS 525

The CCS 525 Elite presents a rich,
deep, hand-retouched engraving
on a steel action frame. The
Grade 3 walnut buttstock has
also been reworked to give it a
more traditional and finer design.
Aesthetics and handling join with
the technical qualities of this
double express rifle to make an
ideal battue gun.

The weight and balance of this gun
are perfect for today’s hunting
conditions.

8 x 57 JRS • 9.3 x 74 R • 30R Blaser
56 cm
fibre optic
battue rib
hogsback with Bavarian cheek piece
370 mm
tulip
3.4 kg
greyed steel
oil finished
set of 6 convergence adjustment
rings

8 x 57 JRS • 9.3 x 74 R • 30R Blaser
56 cm
fibre optic
battue rib
hogsback with Bavarian cheek piece
370 mm
tulip
3.1 kg
aluminium - nickeled
oil finished
set of 6 convergence adjustment
rings

The action frame of “Aircraft”
quality light alloy is strengthened
by high-strength steel inserts.

Browning reinvents the Double
Express rifle
Each detail of this rifle is the result
of very specific attention:
• a hogsback buttstock with
Bavarian cheek piece,
• a tulip forearm accents its
elegance,
• a classic battue rib allowing for
the installation of a sighting
scope,
• an engraving of animal subjects
enhances this rifle.

The barrel assembly, the essential
part of this gun, is both classical
and innovative. A spacer ring
placed on the upper barrel ensures
the precision of the vertical
convergence of the barrels, while
the lateral convergence is ensured
by the design of the barrel itself,
which incorporates a unique
"cradle" strip.

When the choice of ammunition
has been made, a spacer ring is
recommended and placed securely
under the front sight of the
upper barrel, thus guaranteeing
unequalled accuracy (*).
(*) T
 his operation must be
performed by your gunsmith

System of adjustment rings

Functioning of the system

Exclusive barrel convergence
adjustment system: cannot be
altered but can be adapted to
different types of ammunition.

Whatever the diameter of the
adjustment ring installed in the
muzzle of the gun, the barrel
convergence angle maintains
a natural pressure and, thus,
permanent contact between the
muzzle of the upper barrel and the
barrel spacer wedge.

Thanks to this system, the
Double Express CCS525 rifles are
originally set to 60 m by the Liège
Test Bench and the two impacts
must be within a 5 cm square.
Tartan Chequering

CCS 525 Elite

As this wedge is itself silver-brazed
on the lower barrel, the position of
the muzzle of the upper barrel is
perfectly maintained on the axis of
the muzzle of the lower barrel.
The ammunition used is
Winchester Partition 12.96 g and
18.53 g for the 8 x 57 JRS and 9.3
x 74 R calibres, respectively.

CCS 525

For the 30R Blaser, Blaser CDP
10.7 g ammunition is used. If
you would like to use a different
ammunition, you must adapt your
gun using one of the 6 adjustment
rings delivered with your rifle.

recommends
the use of ammunition
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X-Bolt - BLR

Bolt-action Rifles Lever-action Rifles

X-Bolt Battue
with sighting system

X-Bolt Hunter

Driven Hunts of Big Game

with sighting system
This version is characterised by the
battue rib type sighting system and
optic fibre front sight allowing for
rapid firing without a scope at short
distances. This is ideal for driven
hunts and is very versatile in use.
Moreover, a "hide" type rear sight
is delivered with your gun. The very
modern designed and perfectly
ergonomic forearm of the X-Bolt is
made of walnut.
Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Magazine
Std. Capacity
Mag. Capacity
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
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5 6 cm : 243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06 Sprg, 308 Win
58 cm : 270 WSM
66 cm : 7 Rem, 300 WM
243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win,
270 WSM, 7 Rem, 300 WM
hide + battue
adjustable fibre optic
346 mm
rotating drop-down magazine
4 (5 in the 223)
3
3.15 kg
blued satin finished
satin varnish
Delivered with tying strings

BLR Light Weight

BLR Light Weight Battue

BLR Light Weight Take Down

Here is the classic version of the
BLR. This lever-action gun is at
home everywhere. On rifle ranges,
in the hide, or when tracking where
its lever action plays a reassuring
role as you cross difficult terrain
with the gun slung or on your
shoulder.

The BLR is the only lever-action
rifle developed in magnum calibre.
Its mechanics are impeccable and
characterised by the exceptional
smoothness of its operation. It
has a removable magazine and
a highquality barrel and is ready
for fitting a scope. Its battue rib
along with a short barrel makes an
excellent weapon for driven hunts
and tracking.

The BLR now exists in a Take Down
version, i.e., it can be dismantled,
for example, to facilitate its
transport on hunting trips.

 1 cm : 308 Win, 450 Marlin
5
56 cm : 270 WSM
61 cm : 300 WM
270 WSM - 300 WM - 308 Win
- 450 Marlin

47 cm

51 cm : 308 Win, 358 Win, 450 Marlin
56 cm : 30-06, 270 WSM
61 cm : 300 WM
308 Win - 30-06 Sprg - 270 WSM
- 300WM - 450 Marlin - 358 Win

362 mm
22 mm
25 mm
removable magazine
4
3
3 -> 3.5 kg
black anodised
gloss varnished
fold-down hammer
in half-cock position

362 mm
22 mm
25 mm
removable magazine

300 WM

3
3.5 kg
black anodised
gloss varnished
fold-down hammer
in half-cock position - battue rib

No tools are required for
dismantling, which is a quick and
easy operation that never affects
the accuracy of your gun.

362 mm
22 mm
25 mm
removable magazine
4
3
3 -> 3.5 kg
black anodised
gloss varnished
fold-down hammer
in half-cock position

BLR Light Weight

Take Down

Step n°1

Step n°2
Removable magazine

Fold-down hammer

Battue rib

By moving a slide situated on
the front of the housing and
drawing back the breech, the
gun is separated into two parts:
barrel and forearm on one side,
buttstock and receiver on the
other. Reassembly is just as simple
and easy.
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BLR Light Weight Take Down
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Outdoor

Clothing for driven big game hunting - XPO Big Game

XPO™ Big Game™ Parka
XPO™ Big Game™
A line created for the big-game
hunter ensuring protection
against the elements and ideal
comfort in position.

Protection:
• XPO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate: waterproof,
wind-proof, and breathable
• Ultrawarm Thermore® insulation
• Waterproof neoprene cuffs with
hook and loop tabs
• Removable hood with moulded
visor, height adjustment cord,
and two-button front closure

Code
Colours
Sizes
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30368801••
blaze orange
S-3XL

XPO™ Big Game™ Trousers
Comfort:
• One-piece seamless sleeves with
articulated elbows for easy aiming
• 2 bellows pockets lined with the
new Pocket Expander System and
handwarmer pockets
• 2 doubled chest pockets to warm
the hands
• Game bag

• XPO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate: waterproof,
wind-proof, and breathable
• Brushed tricot lining
• Differential-cut sizing (higher in
the back)
• Grip strap waistband with
suspender buttons
• 2 pockets in front, 2 zipped cargo
pockets and 1 pocket in back

Code
Colours
Sizes

30368814••
break-up
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30269614••
break-up
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30368840••
green
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30269640••
green
S-2XL

•T
 rousers: zippered cargo pockets
with protective flaps

XPO™ Big Game™ Cap

•X
 PO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate
• No-slip palm
• Flex Grip knuckle seams
• Lightweight Primaloft® insulation
•E
 xtended Lycra® cuffs

•X
 PO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate
• Brushed tricot lining
• Size adjustment strap with hook
and loop
• One size fits all

Code
Colours
Sizes

30788414••
break-up
S-2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30891414
break-up
One size fits all

Code
Colours
Sizes

30788440••
green
S-2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30891440
green
One size fits all
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XPO™ Big Game™ Gloves
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Outdoor

Clothing for driven big game hunting

XPO Light X-change :

Jacket XPO Light X-change

A line created for the big-game
hunter seeking ideal protection
against bad weather and flexibility in the choice of insulation.

Protection against the elements
• The PreVent Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
• A protective mesh anti-humidity
strip between the outer shell and
the lining
• Removable hood adjustable in 3
sizes

Genesis Polar Jacket
• Silent XPO fabric
• C argo pockets with magnetic
closure
• Radio and chest pockets
• Neoprene cuffs
• Internal storage pocket
• Size-adjustment cord
• Game bag

Versatile design for the silent hunt
• The X-Change system allows
for insertion of an X-change
insulating lining.
Code
Colours
Sizes
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30491302••
blaze orange
S-3XL

• Wind resistant: polyester fleece
blocks the wind while remaining
breathable
• Very lightweight and unrestrictive
garment
• Zippered closure with windblocking flap
• Moulded seamless sleeves for
flexibility of movement (jacket)
• Stand-up collar

• 2 zippered collars
• Drawcord bottom adjustable from
the interior
• Elastic sleeves
• X-Change System compatible:
can be attached to the inside of
XPO Light X-Change jackets

Genesis Vest
Code
Colours
Sizes

30491304••
break-up
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30480640••
green
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30580640••
green
S - 3XL

A line designed specially for track
hunting, joining breathability and
protection against the elements.

X-Treme Tracker Parka
Protection against the elements
•T
 he PreVent Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
•R
 esistant nylon fabric
•R
 emovable and collapsible hood,
adjustable in 3 sizes

X-Treme Tracker Chaps

Safety vest

Ideal concept for tracking
• Ventilation for the back and under
the arms
• L ateral zippers for greater
freedom of movement
• 2 large, easily accessible cargo
pockets
• Multiple large internal storage
pockets
• L arge, easily accessible game
pocket that can be used as a seat

• Resistant nylon fabric
• Belt loops
• Zippered openings along the
bottom

•1
 00% Oxford polyester
• Zippered closure in the front
• L arge cartridge pockets with snap
flaps
• Buckmark embroidery on front
and back

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

30395039••
green – orange
S-3XL

30095339••
green
S/M (02) - L/XL (04)

Driven Hunts of Big Game • Outdoor

X-Treme Tracker

30510001••
fluorescent orange
S-3XL
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X-Bolt

Bolt-action Rifles

X-Bolt Hunter Elite
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X-Bolt

The new benchmark for bolt-action rifles.
The new Browning appeared like
a revolution in the bolt-action rifle
universe.
The X-Bolt was built on the
foundations of the success of
previous Browning rifles, carrying
numerous innovations that will
without doubt make it one of the
best rifles on the market.
The most remarkable innovation is
the adjustable three-lever Feather
Trigger™ system that gives this
rifle a firing sensation of unequalled
quality.

78

A new bolt unlock button allows the
bolt to be opened with the safety
on to unload the gun. Its new
design features a more compact
size and better balance, making it
very functional.
Finally, to ensure the stability of
the sighting, scope bases are now
attached to the receiver using four
screws per base.
Innovation is a tradition at
Browning, and the X-Bolt is one of
the latest examples.

It is modern and captivating, with a
buttstock fashioned from a beautiful
block of walnut and then oil finished.
The end of the pistol grip as well as
the forearm have a rosewood insert.

Length
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Magazine
Capacity
Total weight
Receiver and barrel
Wood

It comes with a battue rib mounted
in the factory, as well as a rear sight
that can easily be mounted in its
place without needing to modify the
adjustment of the gun.

 6 cm : 243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06 - 308
5
58 cm : 270 WSM
66 cm : 7 Rem, 300 WM
243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win,
270 WSM, 7 Rem, 300 WM
high seat + driven hunt
adjustable fibre optic
346 mm
rotating drop-down magazine
3 Mag. cal. – 4 other cal.
3.2 kg
blued satin finished
oil finished
Delivered with tying strings

- New

pa ten t

ed tri gg

er system
Li ght, c
risp, an
d preci
se
- Antirecoil p
ad
- Freefl oatin
g ba rr el
- Exclu
sive dro
p-down
ma gaz
in e
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X-Bolt Hunter Elite
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X-Bolt

Bolt-action Rifles

X-Bolt Hunter

with sighting system

X-Bolt Hunter

X-Bolt Hunter

X-Bolt Stainless Stalker

X-Bolt Composite

This Hunter version is characterised
by a sighting system of a battue
rib and a fibre optic front sight; a
rear sight is also supplied. Once
mounted to replace the battue rib,
this rear sight offers you superior
accuracy and quality of sight for
long distance shooting.

This version is available without
sights and the barrel is not
prepared for their mounting.

Offering great resistance and ideal
in all weather conditions, the X-Bolt
Stainless Stalker has a stainless
steel barrel and breech block as
well as a composite buttstock with
Dura-Touch® coating. This weapon
is the partner of choice for your
extreme hunts. Available with
threaded barrel.

Designed for the most difficult
conditions of use, the X-Bolt
Composite has a buttstock made
of high-resistance composite
materials and coated with DuraTouch® for improved handling.
The barrel, the breech block, and
the other metal parts are antireflective matt blued.

56 cm : 243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06 - 308

56 cm : 243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06 - 308

58 cm : 270 WSM
66 cm : 7 Rem, 300 WM
243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win,
270 WSM, 7 Rem, 300 WM

58 cm : 270 WSM
66 cm : 7 Rem, 300 WM
223 Rem, 22-250 Rem, 30-06, 308
Win, 270 WSM, 7 mm RM, 300 WM,
338 WM
—
—
346 mm
rotating drop-down magazine
3 Mag. cal. – 4 other cal. - 5 for the 223
3.15 kg
blued satin finished
satin varnish

 6 cm : 223 Rem, 22-250 Rem, 243
5
Win, 270 Win, 7-08, 30-06, 308 Win
58 cm : 270 WSM
66 cm : 7 Rem, 300 WM, 338 WM
223 Rem, 22-250 Rem, 243 Win,
270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win, 270 WSM
7 Rem, 300 WM, 338 WM, 7-08
—
—
346 mm
rotating drop-down magazine
3 Mag. cal. – 4 other cal. - 5 for the 223
3.15 kg
stainless steel
composite
available with threaded barrel (223 Rem,
22-250 Rem, 243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win)

56 cm : 223 Rem, 22-250 Rem,
243 Win, 270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win
58 cm : 270 WSM
66 cm : 7 Rem, 300 WM
223 Rem, 22-250 Rem. 243 Win,
270 Win, 30-06, 308 Win,
270 WSM, 7 Rem, 300 WM, 338 WM
—
—
346 mm
rotating drop-down magazine
3 Mag. cal. – 4 other cal. - 5 for the 223
3 kg
bronze matt
composite

Big Game High Seat Hunting

with sighting system

Length

Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Magazine
Capacity
Total weight
Receiver and barrel
Wood
Accessories
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high seat + driven hunt
adjustable fibre optic
346 mm
rotating drop-down magazine
3 Mag. cal. – 4 other cal. - 5 for the 223
3.15 kg
blued satin finished
satin varnish
Delivered with tying strings

without sighting system

X-Bolt Hunter

without sighting system

X-Bolt Stainless Stalker

X-Bolt Composite

(scope not supplied)

Rear sight

Supplied in addition to the battue
rib

recommends
the use of ammunition

Big Game High Seat Hunting • X-Bolt

available with threaded barrel
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X-Bolt

Bolt-action Rifles

3

4
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The new Browning appeared like
a revolution in the bolt-action
rifle universe.
The X-Bolt was built on the
foundations of the success
of previous Browning rifles,
carrying numerous innovations
that will without doubt make
it one of the best rifles on the
market.

The most remarkable innovation is
the adjustable three-lever Feather
Trigger™ system that gives this
rifle a firing sensation of unequalled
quality.
A new bolt unlock button allows the
bolt to be opened with the safety
on for unloading.
Its new design features a more
compact size and better balance,
making it very functional.
Finally, to ensure the stability of
the sighting, scope bases are now
attached to the receiver using four
screws per base.
Innovation is a tradition at
Browning, and the X-Bolt is one of
the latest examples.

1

1

Feather Trigger

To get an accurate shot overland,
on the hunt, or at a shooting
range it is essential to have a good
trigger.
The new adjustable three-lever
Feather Trigger™ system of the
X-Bolt allows a rapid and clean
action from the trigger show, with
perfect accuracy and no overtravel.
The trigger is also adjustable
from 1.6 to 2.3 kilograms with an
adjustment screw, and is pre-set at
1.7 kilograms at the factory.
The alloy trigger housing contains
chrome-plated steel components
that are perfectly polished on
all important contact surfaces,
ensuring perfect functioning of the
entire unit.
Precise engagement angles mean
that the Feather Trigger™ remains
light and perfectly adjusted, even
after firing thousands of cartridges.
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6

2

5

An extremely accurate barrel

A free-floating barrel is essential
for utmost accuracy.
The X-Bolt’s free-floating barrel is
perfect due to double bedding i.e.
positioning of the barrel/breech
block assembly at two points with
respect to the forearm, at the front
and at the rear.
Another important point is that the
perfectly designed target crown is
slightly recessed, which provides
protection of the ends of the barrel
rifling from possible damage.
The barrels are systematically
inspected at 3 points to verify their
interior finish their straightness.
They are passed under a pneumatic
micrometer to check their
uniformity.

3

Opening the bolt

The bolt-unlocking button works
in conjunction with the safety to
provide an added degree of safety.
Conveniently located on top of the
bolt lever, the bolt-unlocking button
allows you to open the bolt while
the safety is on. You can thus check
the chamber or unload your X-Bolt
in perfect safety.
Finally, for additional security, the
safety blocks not only the trigger
shoe and the firing pin, but the
trigger sear as well.
The short 60° bolt lift allows you
to work and open the bolt quickly
without the scope getting impeding
on the trajectory.

4

Inflex anti-recoil pad

A completely new Inflex Technology
anti-recoil pad is standard on every
X-Bolt rifle.
This extra-soft pad offers the best
recoil absorption possible on a rifle.
The exclusive design and material
used promote a downward
deviation of the direction of the
recoil forces, thus pulling the
buttstock slightly away from your
face in order to reduce the recoil
and upward motion of the gun.

5

Exclusive drop-down
magazine

6

X-Lock™ scope mounting
system

An all-new detachable rotary
magazine is perfectly integrated
into the X-Bolt design.

Securely mounted optics are
essential to achieve outstanding
accuracy.

Made of light and extremely
durable polymer, this drop-down
magazine is designed so that each
cartridge is directly in-line with the
bolt and the chamber is precisely
on the axis.

To ensure that the new X-Bolt
has the most stable scope mount
possible, the X-Lock system
introduces a new design with four
screws per base, replacing the
traditional two-screw system. The
benefits are obvious: the bases are
secured at all four corners rather
than being held only in the centre,
resulting in a more precise and
stable positioning of the mounting
and scope on the receiver.

The cartridges are therefore
chambered faster and easier
without damaging the tips, as is the
case with traditional magazines. An
ergonomic release placed directly
on the magazine allows it to drop
directly downward and into your
hand.

Big Game High Seat Hunting • X-Bolt
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A-Bolt
Eurobolt

Bolt-action Rifles

Eurobolt

Eurobolt

Big Game High Seat Hunting

The Eurobolt is provided with
interchangeable sights. Thus, the
gun can be modified to excel on
a high seat hunt (with a rear leaf
sight) or to make it formidable on
a drivengame hunt (with a quarter
rib). The trigger has a "stecher"
(set trigger) mechanism, which
allows the gun to be fired with
a very light trigger pull for very
accurate shots.
Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Magazine
Capacity
Total weight
Receiver and barrel
Wood
Notes
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56 cm
270 WSM, 7 x 64, 30-06, 7 Rem, 300 WM
high seat + driven hunt
adjustable
368 mm
45 mm
70 mm
removable magazine
3 Mag. cal.
4 other cal.
3.2 kg
bronze matt
oil-finished walnut
delivered with interchangeable
sights

The Bavarian hogsback stock is
always perfect for aiming with open
sights or a scope. It comes with
two sights: rear sight + battue rib,
to be mounted according to choice.

A-Bolt Composite Stalker

A-Bolt Mountain Titanium

Endowed with the features unique
to the A-Bolt line, this Stalker
version is extremely robust in
the worst conditions as a result
of its composite buttstock. In
addition, it will meet your every
expectation, whether for hunting or
sharpshooting.

Everything was considered to make
this rifle a real featherweight:
100% titanium housing, breech
cover of composite materials,
superlight buttstock specially
developed by Bell and Carlson of a
combination of composite materials
and fibreglass. A Pachmayr
Decelerator pad dampens of the
recoil.

56 cm
222 Rem, 308 Win, 30-06
not supplied
not supplied
340 mm
19 mm
29 mm
removable magazine
3 Mag. cal.
4 other cal..
3 kg
bronze matt
composite

58 cm
270 WSM
not supplied
not supplied
349 mm
19 mm
29 mm
removable magazine
3 Mag. cal.
2.5 kg
titanium & stainless steel
Camo + Dura Touch
100% titanium receiver

60°

Free-floating
barrel

60° bolt
opening

Pushbutton
safety

Detachable
rotating
magazine

Adjustable trigger

A-Bolt Composite Stalker

A-Bolt Mountain Titanium

recommends
the use of ammunition
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Interchangeable battue type rib and rear sight
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Bar

Semi-automatic Rifles
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Bar Steel Affut Boss™

Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Std. Capacity Magazine
Mag. Capacity
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes
Accessories
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Bar Steel Affut Boss™

Bar Steel Affut

The addition of the BOSS™
system produces two particularly
interesting effects: recoil reduction
(in the range of 30 to 50%)
and increased accuracy. The
performance of the BAR is thus
improved when shooting using a
scope or at long distances.

This version is fitted with a
vertically and horizontally
adjustable rear sight. The fine
metal front sight ensures perfect
accuracy of aim.

56 cm (30-06 Sprg, 308Win.)
60 cm (300WM, 338WM)
30-06, 300 WM, 308 Win, 338 Win
adjustable
gilt bead with front sight protection
351 mm
42.5 mm
52 mm
4 or 2, according to law
3 or 2, according to law
3.5 kg - Mag : 3.7 kg
blued steel
satin varnished walnut
4 threaded holes on the receiver for scope mounting
mounted: screw head for strap swivel.
supplied: pair of removable strap swivels.

56 cm (243, 30-06 Sprg, 308Win.)
60 cm (338WM)
30-06, 243, 308 Wi, 38 WM
adjustable
gilt bead with front sight protection
351 mm
42.5 mm
52 mm
4 or 2, according to law
3 or 2, according to law
3.5 kg - Mag : 3.7 kg
blued steel
satin varnished walnut
4 threaded holes on the receiver for scope mounting
mounted: screw head for strap swivel.
supplied: pair of removable strap swivels.

recommends
the use of ammunition
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Bar Steel Affût
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Clothing for high seat big game hunting - XPO Big Game

XPO™ Big Game™ Parka
XPO™ Big Game™
A line created for the big-game
hunter ensuring protection
against the elements and ideal
comfort in position.

Protection:
• XPO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate: waterproof,
wind-proof, and breathable
• Ultrawarm Thermore® insulation
• Waterproof neoprene cuffs with
hook and loop tabs
• Removable hood with moulded
visor, height adjustment cord,
and two-button front closure

Code
Colours
Sizes

88

30368814••
break-up
S-3XL

XPO™ Big Game™ Trousers
Comfort:
• One-piece seamless sleeves with
articulated elbows for easy aiming
• 2 bellows pockets lined with the
new Pocket Expander System and
handwarmer pockets
• 2 doubled chest pockets to warm
the hands
• Game bag

• XPO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate: waterproof,
wind-proof, and breathable
• Brushed tricot lining
• Differential-cut sizing (higher in
the back)
• Grip strap waistband with brace
buttons
• 2 pockets in front, 2 zipped cargo
pockets and 1 pocket in back

Code
Colours
Sizes

30368801••
blaze orange
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30269640••
green
S-2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30368840••
green
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30269614••
break-up
S-3XL

•T
 rousers: zippered cargo pockets
with protective flaps

Genesis Polar Hood

•X
 PO™ Big Game fabric with
Pre-Vent™ laminate
• No-slip palm
• Flex Grip knuckle seams
• Lightweight Primaloft® insulation
• Extended Lycra® cuffs

•T
 he polar fabric resists the wind
while remaining breathable,
allowing head protection that is
extremely light
• The pullover design allows for a
precise adjustment
• Lycra® sides

Code
Colours
Sizes

30788414••
break-up
S-2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30788440••
green
S-2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30894714••
break-up
S/M (02) - L/XL (04)

Big Game High Seat Hunting • Outdoor

XPO™ Big Game™ Gloves
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XPO Light X-change:
A line created for the big‑game
hunter seeking ideal protection
against bad weather and
flexibility in the choice of
insulation.

Clothing for high seat big game hunting

Jacket XPO Light X-change
Protection against the elements
• The PreVent Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
• A protective mesh anti-humidity
strip between the outer shell and
the lining
• Removable hood adjustable in 3
sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

90

30491304••
break-up
S-3XL

Genesis Polar Jacket
Versatile design for the silent
hunt
• T he X-Change system allows
for insertion of an X-Change
insulating lining
• Silent XPO fabric
• C argo pockets with magnetic
closure
• Radio and chest pockets
• Neoprene cuffs
• Internal storage pocket
• Size-adjustment cord
• Game bag

• Wind resistant: polyester fleece
blocks the wind while remaining
breathable
• Very lightweight and unrestrictive
garment
• Zippered closure with
wind‑blocking flap
• Moulded seamless sleeves for
flexibility of movement (jacket)
• Stand-up collar

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

30491302••
blaze orange
S-3XL

• 2 zippered collars
• Drawcord bottom adjustable from
the interior
• Elastic sleeves
• X-Change System compatible:
can be attached to the inside of
XPO Light X-Change jackets

Genesis Vest
30480640••
green
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30580640••
green
S - 3XL

Hell’s Canyon
Supple and ultrasilent

T-shirt
Code
Colours
Sizes

30897439••
green
M-3XL

Trousers
Code
Colours
Sizes

30897339••
green
M-3XL

Transitive underwear is adapted to
all the needs of hunters.
Technology
• Integration of ZrO2 (zirconium
dioxide) nanoparticles in the
heart of the polyester fibres.
• Infrared emitted by the skin
is reflected by this high-tech
material, generating a permanent
sensation of warmth
• Protection against the effects
of UV.
• Antimicrobial odour protection.
Passive hunting:
• Body temperature is kept 2°
higher than any other techncial
garment
Active hunting:
• The best breathable fibres ever
woven.
• The most effective moisturewicking process.
• The lightest material for the level
of warmth.
• The most comfortable natural
elasticity for easy shouldering

Hell’s Canyon Jacket

Stalker Gloves

X-Trafit Gore-Tex Gloves

•T
 hree-layer softshell waterresistant and ultrasilent fabric
• Watertight neoprene cuffs
• Multiple internal storage pockets
• Adjustment cord
• Turned-up collar for better neck
protection

•L
 ight stretchable fabric that
adjusts perfectly to your hand
• Silicone inserts to ensure a good
grip

•T
 he Gore-Tex Membrane is
waterproof and windproof, but
still breathes
• X-Trafit technology ensures
uncompromising dexterity and
grip
• Impermeable synthetic and
leather palm
• Sensi-Flex technology on the
forefinger for an unsurpassed
trigger feel

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

30491231••
brown
S - 3XL

30799839••
green
S-L (02) - XL-3XL (04)

30787314••
break-up
S - XL

Big Game High Seat Hunting • Outdoor

Thermal underwear
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Hunting Clothing

Rochefort Quilted Jacket

Oak Pullover

Chambord Shirt

Chambord Ties

•C
 lassic quilted jacket made of
water-resistant microfibres
•C
 hequered cotton lining, light and
elegant
•2
 large, low pockets in the front,
one security pocket
•V
 elvet on collar and pockets

• 100% wool pullover, soft and light
• Stag head logo on chest

•
•
•
•

• 100% silk

Code
Colours
Sizes

100% cotton
Browning buttons
Embroidered logo
Buttoned collar and chest pocket

30095291••
green with cable stitching
S-3XL

Nature Pullover
• 100% wool pullover, soft and light
• Stag head logo on chest
Code
Colours
Sizes

92

30497231••
green
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30095239••
green
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30157434••
chequered beige-brown
S-3XL

Code
Colours

309986
blue

Code
Colours

309987
brown

Lierre Shirt

Ride Shirt

Badger Creek Shirt

T-shirt NTS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•V
 entilation in the back for
maximal air circulation
• Internal pocket for Reactar™
(Reactar™sold separately)
• 100% Cotton
• Buttoned collar and chest pocket

•1
 00% polyester wicks moisture
• Odorsmart using VisaEndurance®
with silver ions
• Antimicrobial fibres kill odour
causing bacteria
• Perfect for hot weather where
odour must be controlled
• E xcellent moisture transfer
• Dries quickly
• Double-stitched mock neck for
better comfort

100% cotton
Browning buttons
Embroidered logo
Buttoned collar and chest pocket

Code
Colours
Sizes

30157339••
chequered green-brown
S-3XL

100% cotton
Browning buttons
Embroidered logo
Buttoned collar and chest pocket

Code
Colours
Sizes

30153331••
chequered blue-chestnut
S-2XL

100% cotton
Browning buttons
Embroidered logo
Buttoned collar and chest pocket

Code
Colours
Sizes

30156039••
chequered green
M-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30103448••
beige
S - 2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30103488••
brown
S - 2XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

Hunting • Outdoor

Keiler Shirt

30104098••
green/black
M-2XL
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Caps and Accessories

Pen Wool

Wind Bucket

• 50% wool, 50% acrylic

Winter Fleece

Code
Colours
Code
Colours

Winter Fleece Wax

• Ear protection
• 72% cotton 28% polyester
• Lining: 100% polyester
Code
Colours

308229
orange + ear flaps

Code
Colours
Code
Colours

• 100% cotton
308982
green
308983
black

Code
Colours

308981
green

308984
green + ear flaps
308990
brown + ear flaps

Wax Duck

Visor

• Duck embroidery
• Water-repellant
• Oiled cotton

Hunting

Code
Colours

Young Hunter

Reversible

• Polyester

• 100% polyester, with embroidery on both sides

Code
Colours

308223
orange

Code
Colours

94

Code
Colours

308102141
break-up

308227
green/orange

Reversible Bucket

Camo 3D

• 100% polyester, with embroidery on both sides

• Cotton

Code
Colours

308122341
olive brown

308980
green/orange

Code
Colours
Code
Colours

Seeker

308479141
break-up
308479171
duck blind

Code
Colours

308308581
tan and green

X-Cellerator Slings

VCI gun sock
Camo Umbrella
• Anti-reversing double canopy
• Mossy Oak Break Up

3921202
break-up
one size

Code
Colours
Sizes

• The VCI (Vapour Corrosion
Inhibitor) penetrates into the
smallest crevices where oil cannot
reach, wicking moisture out
• Ensures complete protection
by forming a vapour envelope
around the gun from the muzzle
to the buttstock. When the
VCI gun sock is used in a safe
or cabinet, it offers additional
protection to all metal items in
the enclosed area
• Available in 1 or 2 pieces

X-Cellerator Plus™ slings with
cartridge holders

Clincher Sling
•D
 ura-Touch Armor coating
improves grip in all conditions
• Resists cracking and
discolouration
• Does not slide off the shoulder
• Rifles and Shotguns
• Adjustable

Flex Foam™ cartridge case
Code
Colours
Capacity

12191
black
10 cartridges

Code 1 piece
Code 2 pieces
Colours
Sizes

149985
149986
black
one size fits all

Code
Colours
Usable with

12240
black
rifles and shotguns

• Adaptable to all Browning rifles
• T hree cartridge holder loops on
the shoulder pad keep additional
ammunition available
• T he lined strap provides
exceptional comfort

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122302025
black
rifles
52 -> 71 cm

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122301425
tan
rifles
52 -> 71 cm

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122300125
break up
rifles
52 -> 71 cm

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122302325
black
rifles
52 -> 71 cm

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122302029
black
pump and auto
75.5 -> 122.5 cm

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122310325
break up
rifles
52 -> 71 cm

Code
Colours
Usable with
Length

122300129
break up
pump and auto
75.5 -> 122.5 cm

Hunting • Outdoor

•C
 an be positioned as shoulder
strap or rucksack strap
• Wide range of adjustment
• Great freedom of movement
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Heritage Collection: Quality and style

Canvas Case

Leather Cartridge Case

Heritage Rucksack

Heritage Case for rifle with
scope

• Canvas exterior reinforced
at the corners with luxurious
leather, thick leather handle, and
Browning logo in leather
• Fits barrel lengths from 66 cm to
81 cm
• Two brass combination locks
secure your gun
• Short-nap wool interior

• High-quality leather construction
• Folding design allows fast and
easy access to 10 rifle cartridges
• Belt loop

• Leather and cotton canvas
• 3 side pockets
• 1 zippered internal pocket
Code
1218840B

• Exterior: Leather and cotton canvas
• Double zip, padlock closable
• Microfibre interior
Code
141285

Heritage Ammunition Bag
• Leather and cotton canvas
• Holds 100 12-cal. cartridges
Code
1218940B

Heritage Shotgun Case

Heritage Leather Strap
Code
Colours
Sizes

96

142510
olive
> 81 cm

Code
Colours
Capacity

12195
brown leather
10 rifle cartridges

• Leather
• Padded shoulder
Code

1218940B

• Exterior: Leather and cotton canvas
• Double zip, padlock closable
• Microfibre interior
Code
141284

Ridge Case for rifle with scope

Field Grade Case for shotgun or
rifle with scope

Ride Case for rifle with scope

Mirage Case

Developed exclusively for our
OPALINE label, this superb case
with its laminated structure
covered with highly resistant
polymer fabric has two combination
locks. It perfectly protects your
gun during any transport and
ideally combines modern design
and refined elegance.

• Shell: 600-denier canvas
• Type of padding: open-cell foam
• Closure: zipper and padlock

•
•
•
•

• Exterior: 1200-denier Polyester
• Type of padding: Velvet
• For shorter rifles (BAR, CCS)

•S
 hell: copolymer material
• Type of padding: double-twisted
foam
• Hinges: combination of pianostyle and brass hinges
• Closure: four locking points
• Special features: fits one shotgun
with scope. Approved by airline
companies
• Made in USA

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

149225
black - grey
> 81 cm

Code
Colours
Sizes
Code
Colours
Sizes

1410371244
break-up
112 cm
1410371245
break-up
122 cm

Shell: 14oz. cotton canvas
Closure: zipper
Colour: green or black
Lining: unwoven soltex

Code rifle
Code shotgun
Colours
Sizes (rifle)
Sizes (shotgun)

1416002481
1416001501
black
122 cm
127 cm

Code rifle
Code shotgun
Colours
Sizes (rifle)
Sizes (shotgun)

1417002481
1417001501
green
122 cm
127 cm

141283
green
112 cm

Hunting • Outdoor

Opaline One Case

1470022
black
137 x 30 x 10 cm
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Outdoor

Knives

1

2

3

4

5

6

F.D.T. (Field Dressing Tool) Knives
•T
 ype: Folding lockback (all three
blades lock)
• Blades: AUS-8A stainless steel
• Handles: impact-resistant Zytel R
with chequered rubber inserts
• Accessories: Delivered with
Ballistic Cloth™ nylon case (not
shown)

Kodiak F.D.T.

Hunting

Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging
Blades

Kodiak F.D.T. Drop Point
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging
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1

322608
Kodiak F.D.T.
drop point/
cutter blade
9 cm - 3 1/2’’
125 gr
box

2
322600
Kodiak F.D.T.
drop point/saw/
cutter blade
9 cm - 3 1/2’’
200 gr
box
the saw is
replaceable

Wingshooter F.D.T.
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging

Escalade Knives

5

• Type: Fixed blade
• Blade: Sandvik 12627 steel
• Handle: Wood

Code
Description
Blade length
Packaging
Blades

322663
1 blade
9 cm
box
drop point

3

322630
Kodiak F.D.T.
wingshooter
drop point, hook
8 cm - 3’’’
150 gr
box

6

4
Code
Description
Blade length
Packaging
Blades

322662
1 blade
6.5 cm
box
skinner

Code
Description
Blade length
Packaging
Blades

322664
1 blade
8 cm
box
drop point

2

3

4

5

Red Deer Knives

Big Game Fixed-blade Knife

Big Game Folding-blade Knife

Big Game Dagger

• Type: Folding blades
• Blades: Stainless 440B steel,
laser-engraved logo
• Handle: genuine staghorn
• Accessories: leather case

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

1
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging

322996
3 blades
8.5 cm
250 gr
box

Type: Fixed blade
Blade: Stainless 440 A steel
Handle: Genuine staghorn
Accessories: Leather case

2
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging

322995
2 blades
8.5 cm
250 gr
box

Type: Folding blade
Blade: Stainless 440 A steel
Handle: Genuine staghorn
Accessories: Leather case

3
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging
Blades

322525
1 blade
11 cm
210 gr
box
drop point

Type: Fixed blade
Blade: Stainless 440 A steel
Handle: Genuine staghorn
Accessories: Leather case

4
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging
Blades

322982
1 blade
9 cm
170 gr
box
drop point

Hunting • Outdoor

1

5
Code
Description
Blade length
Weight
Packaging
Blades

322983
1 blade
23 cm
360 gr
box
double-edged
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Outdoor

Mounts
FIXED MOUNTS
BAR 1 / 2 - SH/LG trac / ZENITH - BPR - DUALIS - ACERA
HSBBARSHTR
SCOPE BASE BAR/ZENITH/SHORT-LONGTRAC/ACERA/BPR/DUALIS (1PC)
RIMFIRE RIFLE
HSBTBOLT22
SCOPE BASE TBOLT .22LR - .22Mag - 17hmr ( 2PC)
HSBSA22
SCOPE BASE SEMI AUTO .22 RIFLE (1PC)
PISTOL .22
12328
SCOPE BASE BUCKMARK (1PC)
A-BOLT - EUROBOLT
HSBWSM
SCOPE BASE A-BOLT II/EUROBOLT WSM/SA/LA (2PC)
HSBWSSM
SCOPE BASE A-BOLTII/EUROB WSSM/222R/223R (2PC)
12373
SCOPE BASE A-BOLT LA MATTE (1PC)
12349
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR A-BOLT MOUNTAIN Ti MAT ITM HGT
X-BOLT
12501 *
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR X-BOLT XLOCK 1'' MAT STD HGT
12502 *
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR X-BOLT XLOCK 1'' MAT ITM HGT
12503 *
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR X-BOLT XLOCK 1'' MAT HI HGT
12510 *
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR X-BOLT XLOCK 30MM MAT STD HGT
12511 *
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR X-BOLT XLOCK 30MM MAT ITM HGT
12512 *
SCOPE MOUNT INTEGR X-BOLT XLOCK 30MM MAT HI HGT
12334 *
SCOPE BASE KIT X-BOLT XLOCK STEEL MATTE (2PC)
12362 *
SCOPE BASE KIT X-BOLT XLOCK STEEL GLOSS (2PC)
W48493
SCOPE BASE KIT X-BOLT XLOCK ALU MATTE ATK (2PC)
BLR
12352
SCOPE MOUNT BASE BAR BPR BLR ( 81 )
12353
SCOPE MOUNT 2 PC BASE BLR LTG
BLR TAKEDOWN
12325
SCOPE BASE BLR TAKEDOWN 450 MARLIN (1PC)
12326
SCOPE BASE BLR TAKEDOWN LA & MG (1PC)
12327
SCOPE BASE BLR TAKEDOWN SA (1PC)
SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN
HSBSEMIAUT
SCOPE BASE SA SHOTGUN (1PC)
SWIVELS FOR FIXED MOUNTS except for items *
HBL10042
B-SQUARE RINGS 26MM STD DOVETAIL
HBL10048
B-SQUARE RINGS 30MM STD DOVETAIL
12346
RINGS 30 MM STD HEIGHT MATTE PER PAIR (for scope base 12334 and 12362)

Hunting

Pivoting mounts
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BAR 1 / 2 - SH/LG trac / ZENITH - BPR - DUALIS - ACERA - BLR
H300-00003
PIVOTING MOUNTS BAR/SH_LGTRAC/ZENITH/BPR/DUALIS/ACERA/BLR RING 26MM
H300-05003
PIVOTING MOUNTS BAR/SH_LGTRAC/ZENITH/BPR/DUALIS/ACERA/BLR RING 30MM
A-BOLT - EUROBOLT
H300-00002
PIVOTING MOUNTS A-BOLT/ EUROBOLT RING 26MM
H300-05002
PIVOTING MOUNTS A-BOLT /EUROBOLT RING 30MM
ERICE
H142-70242
COMPLETE MOUNTING SYSTEM ERICE 26MM
H142-75242
COMPLETE MOUNTING SYSTEM ERICE 30MM
CCS 525
EAW 30MM
H0/1412
FRONT BASE FOR PIVOTING MOUNTS
H310051217
FRONT FOOT PER SWIVEL 30 MM H: 12 C17
H318/5050
UPPER PART OF REAR FOOTING 3OMM H :5
H2514/0080
LOWER PART OF REAR FOOTING H : 8MM C16
EAW 26MM
H0/1412
FRONT BASE FOR PIVOTING MOUNTS
H310/00102
FRONT FOOT PER SWIVEL 26 MM H: 12 C17
H318/0050
UPPER PART OF REAR FOOTING 26MM H :5
H2514/0080
LOWER PART OF REAR FOOTING H : 8MM C16
MAK
H102230507
Pivoting mounts CCS525 - 30 MM

Bar Mk1/Mk2 - Acera Abolt - Eurobolt
Bar Short/Longtrac - Dualis - Bpr

Bar Mk1/Mk2 - Acera - Bar Short/
Longtrac

Ccs525

Dualis - Bpr - Abolt - Eurobolt Xbolt

Hi-Viz® Sights
4-in-1 Game
•T
 he Hi-Viz 4-in-1 Game sight
includes front and rear sights,
which makes it perfect for deer,
turkey, waterfowl, and upland
hunting
• Injection-moulded optical-grade
resin sight concept

Code
Colours
Sizes

12893
4-in-1 game sight

• Rear sight is completely
adjustable for windage and
elevation
• Light-gathering Litepipes allow for
shooting in poor light conditions

Torches
All of our torches are made with
high-quality components and
are assembled with the
greatest care.
Starting in 2010, Browning,
as well as numerous other
manufacturers, will follow an
identical performance standard,
ANSI-FL1.

25% more
powerful LED

Tactical Hunter

25% more
powerful LED

25% more
powerful LED

•L
 uxeon Rebel LEDs, the brightest
on the market
• Solid aluminium construction and
unbreakable lens
• Waterproof joints

The luminosity of our torches
measured in lumens is thus
directly comparable among these
different manufacturers.

3711231
black
75

Code
Colours
Lumens

3711229
break-up
135

Code
Colours
Lumens

3711230
break-up
175

Code
Colours
Lumens

3711235
olive
175

50% more
powerful LED

Hunt Master

Phantom

Night Seeker

• The brightest lamp of its type
with 300 lumens
• Adjustable 1-4x beam
• Solid aluminium construction and
unbreakable lens
• Waterproof joints

•U
 ltrabright white Luxeon Rebel
LED
• 5 mm red, green, and blue LEDs
• Light diffuser
• Front headpiece and cap clip

• 3 LEDs
• Bulbs: 2 white LEDs and 1 red
LED – up to 100,000 hours
• Batteries: 2) 2032, up to 25 hours
with white and up to 50 hours
with red
• Designed with clip

Code
Colours
Lumens

Code
Colours
Lumens

3711236
olive
300

3718345
duck blind
50

• Waterproof pushbutton switch
• Attachable to cap visor and pivots
downward for use
• C an also be attached to a pocket
or the strap of a bag

Code
Colours
Lumens

Hunting • Outdoor

Code
Colours
Lumens

3715081
black
15
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Sport Shooting

102-147

Accessories for Sport Shooting

Performers 2009

104-105

Rifles and Hand Guns

Over-and-Under Shotguns

A-Bolt - T-Bolt - Buck Mark Rifle

134-139
140-141

B25 Custom Shop

106-107

SA.22 – BL.22

142-143

B525

108-111

GP - PRO 9

144-145

Ultra XS

114-117

Buck Mark .22

146-147

Ultra XTR - XSH

118-119

Grand Prix

120-121

GTS

122-123

Cynergy Sport
Clothing for Clay Shooting

Sport Shooting
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124-127
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Performers 2009

Yvano
Tuzi

Santiago
Pastor
Senior Belgium

Félix
Soldado
Senior Spain

Christoph
Gruber
Senior Spain

Senior Austria

Belgian Champion of Sporting Clays
Belgian Vice-Champion of Compak
Sporting

Senior European Champion of Compak Sporting
World Vice-Champion of Team Compak Sporting
Bronze medal at the European
Sporting Clays Championship

Spanish Champion of Compak Sporting
European Vice-Champion of Team
Compak Sporting
World Vice-Champion of Team Compak Sporting

Austrian Champion of Sporting Clays

Shotgun used: B25

Shotgun used: B525 Trap advance

Shotgun used: B525 Trap advance

Shotgun used: B525 Heritage Sporter

Bastien
Havart

Sam
Green

Patrick
Sambleben

Sport Shooting

Browning International is proud
to support high-level shooters.
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They are part of the big family
of Browning sport shooters and
stand by the reliability, accuracy,
and technical superiority of our
products. As brand ambassadors,
they stand out not only for their
achievements but also for their
sportsmanship.
Browning is also one of the
FITASC’s main partners and
participates in FITASC’s
International Championships with
quality technical assistance.

Junior France

Junior England

Junior Denmark

Junior World Vice-Champion of
Sporting Clays
Junior Medal of the European Cup of
Sporting Clays
Junior European Vice-Champion of
Sporting Clays
Junior European Vice-Champion of
Team Sporting Clays
World Vice-Champion of Team Compak Sporting

Junior European Champion of Sporting Clays
Junior Bronze Medal of “World
English Sporting”

World Junior Vice-Champion of Team
Compak Sporting
Junior European Vice-Champion of
Team Compak Sporting
Danish Vice-Champion of Team
Compak Sporting

Shotgun used: B525 Heritage Sporter

Shotgun used: Ultra XS Prestige

Shotgun used: Ultra XS Prestige

Performers 2009

Christophe
Auvret
Senior France

Bernadette
Giusti

Françoise
Rosier
Lady France

Lady France

French Champion of Sporting Clays
Bronze Medal at the French Championships of Compak Sporting
European Champion of Team Sporting Clays

European Vice-Champion of Team
Sporting Clays
Bronze Medal at the French Championships of Compak Sporting

Bronze Medal at the World Championships of Team Compak Sporting

Shotgun used: B525 Sporter Prestige

Shotgun used: Sporting Gold Lady

Fusil : Ultra XS Prestige

Sandra
Tavares
Lady Portugal
World Champion of Team Compak
Sporting
European Champion of Team Compak Sporting
Bronze Medal at the World Cup of
Compak Sporting
Silver Medal at the European Cup of
Compak Sporting
Bronze medal at the Portuguese
Sporting Clays Championship
Portuguese Vice-Champion of Compak Sporting

Javier
Gonzalez

Davide
Gasparini
Junior Spain

Josef
Melcher
Junior Italy

Junior Austria

Junior Spanish Vice-Champion of
Sporting Clays
Junior bronze medal at the European
Cup of Sporting Clays
Junior Bronze Medal at the World
Championships of Team Compak
Sporting
Junior Bronze Medal at the Spanish
Championships of Compak Sporting

Junior World Champion of Sporting
Clays
European Champion of Scratch Compak Sporting
Junior European Champion of Compak Sporting
Junior European Champion of Team
Compak Sporting
Junior World Champion of Team
Compak Sporting
Bronze Medal at the Junior World
Championships of Compak Sporting

Austrian Junior Champion of Sporting Clays

Shotgun used: B525 Sporter Prestige

Shotgun used: B525 Heritage Sporter

Shotgun used: B525 Heritage Sporter

Sport Shooting • Performers 2009

Shotgun used: B525 Sporter Premium
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B25

Over-and-Under Shotguns Custom Shop

Sport Shooting

B25 B2G Sporter

106

Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Ribs
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood

B25 B2G Sporter

B25 Trap Evolution 2

A true classic, the B25 B2G is one of the most-loved models. This Sporting version is generally equipped with
long 76 or 81 cm barrels, a large ventilated rib, and an intermediate front sight. All these features will help turn
a 25/25 into your gun of choice.

A genuine shooting machine, the
B25 Trap has 76 cm long barrels
and a 16 mm ventilated rib and
is equipped with an adjustable
trigger, disconnectable ejectors,
a luminescent front sight and a
“Decelerator” recoil pad.

B25 Sporter 206

B25 Sporter 207

B25 Sporter 208

B25 Trap Evolution 2

12
70 mm / 76 mm
76 cm
fixed
ventilated 12 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.35 kg
blued or greyed
oil-finished walnut

12
76 mm
76 cm
fixed
ventilated 8 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.4 kg
blued or greyed
oil-finished walnut

12
70 mm
81 cm
fixed
ventilated 12 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.5 kg
blued or greyed
oil-finished walnut

12
70 mm
76 cm
fixed
ventilated 16 mm
pistol with anti-recoil
375 mm
36.5 mm
41 mm
semi-beavertail
3.5 kg
blued
oil-finished walnut

B25 Trap Evolution 2

B25 Trap Evolution Taylor Made

Options
As each Custom Shop item is an exceptional weapon, we offer you numerous possibilities for customisation and adaptation, according to your wishes.
The principal options offered are the following:

Grip cap

Tear drops

Concealed pad

Metallic pad

Sport Shooting • B25

B25 Trap Contre-Platine

Three-piece forearm
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Heritage

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Heritage Sporter 12M

Sport Shooting

B525

The highest-performing and most reliable shotgun.
The B525 is the latest evolution
of a legendary gun created by the
brilliant and innovative mind of
John Moses Browning in 1925: the
B25, the “last word” in Over-andUnder shotguns.
This is the foundation on which the
B325, B425, and, as of 2003, the
B525, were created and produced.
One million copies of these three
guns have been produced, a true
record.
This figure attests not only to the

108

success of the gun but, above
all, to the confidence placed in
Browning over-and-under guns,
especially the B525, by hunters and
sport shooters all over the world.
In less than seven years of
existence, the B525 has become
a true benchmark, the perfect
embodiment of Browning’s quality,
know-how, and tradition.
Its reliability, ruggedness, and
manageability are legendary, due
to the impeccable and much-envied
quality of its design.

Each gun is created with special
care by our skilled gunsmiths in our
Miroku plant, Japan. For over thirty
years, Miroku has been considered
one of the highest-performing
production plants in the world.
It is a place where attention to
detail and rigorous production
processes are the rule, almost a
way of life.
Every B525 is manufactured and
assembled traditionally, using red
ochre, the bearing surfaces of the
bolt and action frame are hand-

filed and everything is checked
multiple times so that neither time
nor the thousands of cartridges
to be fired will have the slightest
effect on the gun.
At this price we are able to
provide 10-year warranties for the
Browning 525 action frames and
guarantee that each gun is both
identical to the others and at the
same time unique.

The Heritage Sporter combines
the performance of a modern
shotgun with the elegance of a
true deluxe gun. It embodies the
line of the hunting model with its
magnificent side plates, but with
the specifications of the Sporter
versions. The pistol buttstock
and tulip forearm are made from
beautiful, oil-finished walnut.
Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood

12M
76 mm
71 - 76 - 81 cm
5 Invector (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
vent. 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.5 - 3.7 kg
greyed
oil finished

"This level of excellence
is not due to chance"

Sport Shooting • B525

Heritage Sporter 12M

Steel shot |
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B525 Sporter

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Sport Shooting

B525 Sporter Prestige 20M

Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Finishing
Options
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B525 Sporter Prestige 12M & 20M

B525 Sporter Elite 12M

B525 Sporter 12M & 20M

B525 Sporter Premium Gold 12M

Elegant and refined, the B525
Sporter Prestige is fitted with
grade 4 oil-finished walnut, "water
droplets” on each side plate, and a
chequered binding. The buttstock
is also equipped with a metal plate
on which you can have your initials
engraved. This fine inscription,
performed entirely by our master
engravers, covers nearly the
entirety of the pieces.

Lovely grade 3 oil-finished walnut
combined with a beautiful handretouched engraving of a hunting
scene make the B525 Sporter Elite
an elegant sporting gun of high
performance.

The B525 Sporter is the base
version of the 525 series. A grade
1 pistol buttstock and 5 Invector
chokes make this an ideal sporting
gun.

The Premium Gold enjoys the same
specifications as the Sporter, which
include grade 2.5 wood and 5 Briley
chokes. However, it asserts its own
identity with its black action frame
decorated with golden birds.

12M
20M
76 mm
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector
5 Invector
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
ventilated 10 mm ventilated 10 mm
pistol
pistol
375 mm
375 mm
36 mm
36 mm
56 mm
56 mm
tulip
tulip
3.5 kg
3.25 kg
greyed
greyed
oil finished
oil finished
available in lefthanded models

12M
76 mm
76 cm
5 Invector (Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)

12M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Briley Extended X2 (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)

Steel shot |

Steel shot |

12M
20M
76 mm
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector
5 Invector
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
(Cyl-1/4-1/2-3/4-Full)
ventilated 10 mm ventilated 10 mm
pistol
pistol
375 mm
375 mm
36 or 35 l 40 mm
36 mm
56 or 45 l 60 mm
56 mm
tulip
tulip
3.5 kg
3.25 kg
greyed
greyed
oil finished
oil finished
available in leftavailable in lefthanded models
handed models
short grade 1 buttstock
short grade 1 buttstock
Steel shot |
| Steel shot|

| Steel shot|

ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.5 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed models

ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.5 kg
black + gold
oil finished
available in left-handed models
short grade 1 buttstock
Steel shot |

B525 Sporter Elite 12M

B525 Sporter Premium Gold 12M

B525 Sporter

B525 Sporter Elite

B525 Sporter Prestige

Sport Shooting • B525

B525 Sporter
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B525 Trap

Over-and-Under Shotguns

B525 Trap Advance Briley X2 12
B525 Trap Advance Briley X2 12

B525 Trap 12

The Advance model boasts a
magnificent English-style engraving
and superior-quality wood.

Perfectly designed for the Trap,
this B525 Trap is equipped
with a buttstock and forearm
with thoroughly analysed
measurements, a large 13 mm top
rib and long barrels.

Sport Shooting

This gun is equipped with five
external chokes made by Briley,
the renowned American choke
manufacturer.

112

Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Options

12
70 mm
76 - 81 cm
5 (Briley Extended X2) (1/2 - 3/4 Light Full - Full - Extra Full)
ventilated 13 mm
pistol
370 mm
32 mm
42 mm
semi-beavertail
3.5 - 3.6 kg
greyed
oil finished

12
70 mm
76 cm
fixed 3/4 - Full

Steel shot |

Steel shot |

ventilated 13 mm
pistol
370 mm
32 mm
42 mm
semi-beavertail
3.5 - 3.6 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed models
Santiago Pastor and Davide Gasparini
2009 Senior and Junior European Champion of Compak Sporting

B525 Trap

B525 Trap Advance Briley

Sport Shooting • B525 Trap

B525 Trap 12

recommends
the use of ammunition
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Ultra XS

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Ultra XS Prestige 12M

Ultra XS
Sport Shooting

Technology-derived, shooting excellence.
Invector Plus Titanium chokes are
produced exclusively for Browning
by Briley.
Made 100% from titanium, they
are highly durable and extremely
lightweight, thus improving swing
and balance.

The tulip forearm and the stock
with adjustable comb are made
from a block of grade 4 oil-finished
walnut.
The modern and elegant engraving
is gold inlaid.

Sam Green
Junior European Champion of Sporting Clays 2009
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Ultra XS Prestige 12M

Equipped with a Back Bored barrel
assembly, the top rib is mounted
on a rounded base in order to
allow for the free expansion of the
barrels when their temperature is
increased.

Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes
Options

The benefit is that performance
levels and the barrels' point of
impact are both maintained and
there is no decrease in shot
patterns.

12M
76 mm
71 - 76 - 81 cm
5 Inv+ Titanium (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 13 - 10 mm
adjustable pistol
375 mm
28-38 mm
48-58 mm
tulip
3.6 - 3.8 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
buttstock with adjustable comb
available in left-handed models

Let technology
enhance your reflexes!

Sport Shooting • Ultra XS

The Ultra XS Prestige is the
specialist in Sporting Clays.

Back-bored | Steel shot |
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Ultra XS

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Sport Shooting

Ultra XS Prestige 20M

Ultra XS Prestige 20M

Ultra XS 20M

Ultra XS 12

This version of the Ultra XS 20M
is fitted with superb oil finished
walnut, a new engraving with gold
inlay and exclusive 100% titanium
chokes.

Fine and distinguished, this 20 M
calibre Ultra XS is extraordinarily
effective.

Sporting clays, a gruelling and
technique-oriented discipline,
can take on very different
forms. Parcours in open fields, in
undergrowth, and the majority
approaching and retreating clay.
The Ultra XS allows you to modify
the necessary parameters in a few
seconds.

Titanium Chokes

Titanium chokes are made with
100% titanium exclusively for
Browning by Briley.

Removable Midas Chokes
Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes

20M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Titanium (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.2 - 3.3 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished

Back-bored | Steel shot |
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Its quick and precise swing,
combined with Back Bored barrels
equipped with Midas chokes, offers
exceptional performance.

The XS Sporter version is equipped
with external Midas chokes.

20M
76 mm
76 cm
5 Inv+ Midas (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.15 - 3.2 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished

12
70 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Midas (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 13 - 10 mm
adjustable pistol
375 mm
28-38 mm
48-58 mm
tulip
3.6 - 3.75 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
also comes in a buttstock version
without adjustable comb

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

These chokes can be detached
and reattached without a key.
Their ballistic performance
is unparalleled. Developed in
conjunction with the Briley
company.
All Browning Hunter & Sporter
over-and-under shotguns come
with 5 chokes.

Ultra XS 12

Sport Shooting • Ultra XS

Ultra XS 20M

recommends
the use of ammunition
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Ultra XTR - XSH

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Ultra XTR Prestige 12

Ultra XTR Prestige 12

Ultra XTR 12

Ultra XSH 12

As its name would indicate, this
Prestige version of the XTR shotgun
sets itself apart with the superior
quality of its wood and its 5
100%-Titanium Invector Plus.

This model is fitted with a rubber
comb that is simultaneously both
smooth to the touch and non-slip.
This gun strives for accuracy in
aiming that can be guaranteed to
the millimetre with a comfort that,
until now, had never been attained.

Oriented toward pit shooters
seeking good interdisciplinary
versatility (pit, double trap, etc.)
and electrocible shooting (ZZ),
this ultra XSH is equipped with
removable Midas chokes and 74
and 76 cm barrels.

Sport Shooting

Its completely reworked engraving
features silver inlay.
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Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes

It is primarily geared toward
shooters who practice their sport
intensely.

Titanium Chokes

Titanium chokes are made with
100% titanium exclusively for
Browning by Briley.

Removable Midas Chokes

12
70 mm
76 - 81 cm
5 Inv+ Titanium (1/2 - 3/4 - Light
Full - Full - Extra Full)
ventilated 13-10 mm
adjustable pistol
375 mm
28 - 38 mm
32 - 42 mm
semi-beavertail
3.7 - 3.85 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
buttstock with adjustable comb
available in left-handed models

12
70 mm
76 - 81 cm
5 Inv+ Midas (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full) for 76 & 81 cm
available in fixed 3/4 - Full Chokes for 76 cm
ventilated 13-10 mm
adjustable pistol
375 mm
28 - 38 mm
32 - 42 mm
semi-beavertail
3.7 - 3.85 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
buttstock with adjustable comb

12
70 mm
74 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Midas (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

ventilated 13-10 mm
adjustable pistol
375 mm
28 - 38 mm
48 - 58 mm
tulip
3.5 - 3.7 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
buttstock with adjustable comb

These chokes can be detached
and reattached without a key.
Their ballistic performance
is unparalleled. Developed in
conjunction with the Briley
company.
All Browning Hunter & Sporter
over-and-under shotguns come
with 5 chokes.

Ultra XSH 12

Revolutionary…
Loosen the single adjustable screw
through the pad, move the comb to
the desired position, and re-tighten
the screw. You are now ready to
shoot.

Adjustable selective trigger.
Each shotgun of the Ultra line
comes with three different triggers.
The speed and precision made possible by its 3-position adjustability
allow you to perfect your handling.

Sport Shooting • Ultra XTR - XSH

Ultra XTR 12
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Grand Prix

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Grand Prix Trap

Sport Shooting

Grand Prix

The first Browning shotgun with disconnectable ejectors.
The Sporter and Trap GP shotguns
are equipped with the "Ejection
Control” system that, after a simple
operation, allows you to switch
between ejection and extraction
modes.
The Back Bore barrels are fitted
with Invector Plus Midas chokes
made by Briley, the renowned
manufacturer.
All Browning Hunter & Sporter
over-and-under shotguns come
with 5 chokes.
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Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes
Options

Grand Prix Trap

Grand Prix Sporter

Following the Sporter version,
the line of GP shotguns with
disconnectable ejector is now
available in a Trap version.

The GP Sporter lends itself to
competition shooting, with an
approximate pull weight of 1.8 kg
and a Back Bore barrel equipped
with Midas chokes.
This is an attractive gun with a
modern, sporty engraving that
incorporates both gold and silver
into its design.

12
70 mm
76 - 81 cm
5 Inv+ Midas (1/2 - 3/4 - Light Full - Full - Extra Full)
ventilated 13 mm
pistol
370 mm
32 mm
42 mm
semi-beavertail
3.6 - 3.7 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
Ejection Control key

12
76 mm
71 - 76 - 81 cm
5 Inv+ Midas (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.5 - 3.6 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
Ejection Control key
available in left-handed models

Back-bored | Steel Shot |

Back-bored | Steel Shot |

Get your hands on
THE accuracy!

Sport Shooting • Grand Prix

Grand Prix Sporter
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GTS

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Sport Shooting

GTS Elite 12M
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Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Options

GTS Elite 12M

GTS Special 12M

With its superb engraving, this
version of the GTS exudes both
distinction and elegance. The
engraving, which features the
distinctive GTS design – a duck
that gradually transforms into a
clay target, is enhanced by a lovely
arabesque motif and superb
oil-finished European walnut.

The ideal model for hunting and
Sporting.

12 M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl. 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.45 / 3.55 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed models

12 M
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Invector+ (Cyl. 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.45 / 3.55 kg
greyed
oil finished
available in left-handed models

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Its Back-Bored barrel, 10 mm rib,
and ability to fire any cartridge
(including Steel shot) make for a
formidably effective gun without
sacrificing comfort, ideal for
hunting waterfowl and migratory
birds.

Each GTS comes with a removable
butt swivel ring system.

5 Invector Plus

Sport Shooting • GTS

GTS Special 12M

All Browning
Hunter & Sporter
over-and-under
shotguns come
with 5 chokes.
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Cynergy Sport

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Sport Shooting

Cynergy Pro Sport 12M
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Cynergy Pro Sport 12M

Cynergy Pro Sport 20M

Cynergy Pro Sport Ajustable 12M

The Cynergy line

Specially designed for Sporting
clays, the Cynergy Sporter stands
out for its exclusive Diamond
Titanium exterior chokes, which
offer unparalleled ballistic quality.

The Cynergy boasts a unique design
that’s both modern and incredibly
appealing.

Having the same characteristics
as the Pro Sport, this shotgun
is equipped with an adjustable
buttstock that allows you to adapt
it to your body and habits.

Turn your shotgun into a natural
extension of your body. Imagine
an Over-and-Under that is so
innovative and effective that you
forget that you're even using it as
you only focus on concentrating on
your target. By setting these two
objectives as a starting point for
our project, the Cynergy was born.
This shotgun, unique in its class,
has come to revolutionise the very
idea of an Over-and-Under shotgun,
a concept created by Browning in
1925.

Its appearance and revolutionary
design are undoubtedly a novel
contribution to the world of
shooting.
Gauge
Chamber
Barrel
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes

With its streamlined proportions,
this shotgun is a true 20 gauge
magnum in the body of a 28 gauge.

12
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Diamond (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 - 8 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3.5 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
buttstock with adjustable comb

20
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Diamond (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 6 mm
pistol
375 mm
36 mm
56 mm
tulip
3 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished

12
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Diamond (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 - 8 mm
adjustable pistol
376 mm
28 - 39 mm
44 - 59 mm
tulip
3.5 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

The Cynergy is the best shotgun
of its generation and is certainly
the greatest innovation in firearms
since the birth of the B25 over
80 years ago. The Cynergy has
25% less recoil thanks to a special
Inflex pad that guarantees you a
previously unseen shooting comfort
and also allows you to have a gun
that fits you perfectly, thanks to
three different pads of varying
thickness and the included spacer.
The Cynergy is also the fastest shot
on the market, 0.0019 seconds.

Cynergy Pro Sport Ajustable 12M

Fundamentally, the Cynergy
has the lowest action frame (60
mm), thanks to an exclusive new
ultra-resistant hinge covered by a
10‑year warranty.
The Cynergy also has three trigger
options that can be adjusted to 3
different positions.
As with any Browning shotgun, the
Cynergy has an extremely effective
Back-Bored barrel capable of firing
high-performance Steel shot and is
also fitted with Invector "Diamond"
Titanium chokes.

A new challenge for your reflexes!

Sport Shooting • Cynergy Sport

Cynergy Pro Sport 20M
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Cynergy Sport

Over-and-Under Shotguns

Sport Shooting

Cynergy Composite Black Ice 12M
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Cynergy Composite Black Ice 12M

Cynergy Sporter Inflex 12M

Cynergy Pro Trap 12

Cynergy Pro Trap Ajustable 12

Its futuristic style will turn heads
on the shooting range. The
buttstock and forearm are made
of composite material with rubber
inserts, increasing this gun's weight
and making it more resistant.

Specially designed for Sporting
Clays, the Cynergy Sporter stands
out for its exclusive Diamond
Titanium exterior chokes, which
offer unparalleled ballistic quality.
Its appearance and revolutionary
design are undoubtedly a novel
contribution to the world of
shooting. It comes equipped with
an Inflex pad.

The “Pro Trap” line offers
conventional buttstocks specially
designed for the different Trap
disciplines.

With the adjustable drop/
cast comb, you'll be able to
quickly adjust the comb to your
measurements. The top rib, which
is mounted on a rounded base,
allows the barrels to expand
without constraints during intense
shooting. This allows for consistent
performance in terms of accuracy
and points of impact.

12
76 mm
71 - 76 - 81 cm
5 Inv+ Diamond (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 - 8 mm
pistol with adjustable comb
375 mm
28 - 46 mm
28 - 46 mm
tulip
3.4 kg
grey and gold engraving
composite
rubber chequering
1 pad and 1 spacer
1 additional comb with right cast

12
76 mm
71 - 76 cm
5 Inv+ Diamond (Cyl - 1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4 - Full)
ventilated 10 - 8 mm
pistol
375 mm
44 mm
62 mm
tulip
3.5 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
2 pads and 1 spacer

12
70 mm
76 - 81 cm
fixed 3/4 - Full
ventilated 13 - 10 mm
pistol
370 mm
35 mm - 30 mm
45 mm - 40 mm
semi-beavertail
3.5 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished
Two buttstock models are available: 35-45
or 30-40 drop.

12
70 mm
76 - 81 cm
5 Diamond (1/2 - 3/4 - Light Full - Full - Extra Full)
ventilated 13 - 10 mm
pistol with adjustable comb
370 mm
23 - 38 mm
33 - 48 mm
semi-beavertail
3.5 kg
grey and gold engraving
oil finished

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

Back-bored | Steel shot |

A supplementary adjustable comb
that is included with the gun allows
the buttstock drop and cast to be
modified as you desire.
Gauge
Chamber
Length
Chokes
Top rib
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Forearm
Total weight
Action frame
Wood
Notes
Provided

Two buttstock models are available:
35-45 or 30-40 drop.

Cynergy Pro Trap Ajustable 12

Cynergy Pro Trap 12

“Diamond” Titanium Chokes, which
are treated with PVD titanium,
offer excellent ballistic quality as
well as optimum resistance to wear
and tear and corrosion.
All Browning Hunter & Sporter
over-and-under shotguns come
with 5 chokes.

recommends
the use of ammunition

Sport Shooting • Cynergy Sport

Cynergy Sporter Inflex 12M
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Clothing for Clay Shooting - Masters Series

Masters Series

Master Shooting Vest

Polo Masters

Masters Gunslip

For the most demanding
shooters.

Tailored and designed for complete
freedom of movement and the
utmost functionality.

• 100% polyester ultra quick-drying
stretch fabric
• Anti-microbial treatment kills off
odour-producing bacteria

• E xterior: 1000 Denier polyester
• Removable choke pocket with belt
clips
• L arge multi-purpose removable
pocket
• Double zippers allow for use of a
padlock
• Ergonomic handles
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• High-density protection foam and
micro fibre interior lining

•A
 large water-resistant leather
strip allows you to shoulder with
ease
• Quilted Reactar™ pocket affords
maximum recoil protection and
comfortable firing (Reactar™ sold
separately)
• Integrated vest expander, allowing
for increased size flexibility
• L arge cartridge pockets

Code
Colours
Sizes

30521150••
left-handed black
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30550131••
right-handed brown
M-3XL

30521050••
right-handed black
S-3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30550144••
right-handed blue
M -3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes
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Code
Colours
Sizes

30157790••
black
S-3XL

Masters Cap
• Adjustable back
• 100% cotton
Code
Colours
Sizes

30897090
black
one size fits all

Code
Colours
Sizes

141286
black
132 cm

Masters Ammo Bag

Pre-Vent™ Shooting Jacket

• Made from sweat and waterproof
leather
• Unique texture for better grip
• Elastic knuckle seams for ideal
comfort

• 600 Denier Polyester
• Lower pocket for ammunition or
other equipment
• Removable shoulder strap
• Capacity: 200/250 12 GA
cartridges

• Pre-Vent™ coated, waterproof,
breathable windbreaker
• E xterior made from soft
Microfleece polar
• 100-gram Thermore insulation
• MicroSuede® shoulder pads with
pockets for Reactar™ recoil pads
(Reactar sold separately)

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours

30701290
black
S-2XL

12123A
black

•T
 wo large pockets with cartridge
compartments separated by
MicroSuede strip
• Adjustable cuffs with hook and
loop closure
• Waist with cord, tricot collar
• Tailored for greater comfort

Code
Colours
Sizes

Sport Shooting • Outdoor

Masters Tac-Pro Shooting Gloves

30410188••
brown/black
M-3XL
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Clothing for Clay Shooting - Clay Series

Ambidextrous Deluxe Clay Shooting Vest

Clay Gunslip

Clay Ammo Bag

•L
 arge twill shooting patches
• Mesh texture for increased
ventilation
• Two-way zipper
• 4 large front ammunition pockets
• Large rear pocket
• Side adjustment tabs
• Pockets for Reactar™ recoil pads
(Reactar™ sold separately)
• Accessory buckles

Exterior
• 600-denier polyester
• No. 10 zipper
Lining
• Foam and velour
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Reinforced lower interior

•
•
•
•

Code
Colours
Sizes
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30591590••
black
S-3XL

600-denier polyester
Changeable interior
4 outer pockets
Reinforced shoulder strap and
handle

Code
Colours
Sizes

121020091
black – Claymaster logo
28 x 20 x 23 cm

Casquette Clay
Code
Colours
Sizes

149217
black – clay logo
122 cm

• Adjustable - 100% heavy cotton
• One size fits all

Code
Colours
Sizes

149221
black – clay logo
132 cm

Code
Colours
Sizes

308001991
black – clay logo
unique

Clay Mesh Back Gloves and Mittens
• Light, brushed soft synthetic
suede
• Stretchable mesh back for easy
adjustment.
• Hook and loop closure with clay
embroidery for easy adjustment.
• Washable

Code
Sizes
Code
Sizes

30701188••
clay gloves logo
S-3XL
30789931••
clay mittens logo
S-3XL

Broken Birds Shooting Vest

Cimmaron Gunslips

Cimmaron Ammo Bag

•L
 arge twill shooting patch
•M
 esh texture for increased
ventilation
•F
 ront two-way zipper
•4
 large front ammunition pockets
•S
 ide adjustment tabs
•L
 arge rear pockets for cases or
other equipment
•P
 ocket for Reactar™ (Reactar™
sold separately)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 600-denier polyester
• Changeable, reinforced interior
• Comfortable handle and shoulder
strap
• 4 outer pockets

Exterior: 600-denier nylon
Interior: Brushed tricot
Type of padding: Open-cell foam
Zipper
Leather end
Shoulder strap
Pocket for chokes

Code
Colours

Cartridge Belt Trapper Creek

• E xtra-large double ammunition
pockets
• Rear zip pockets for easy
emptying

121030091
black - beige

Victoire Cap
• Polyester with breathable,
waterproof membrane
• Waterproof stitching
• Embossed adjustment buckle
• Ultra lightweight
• Available in black or beige
Code
Colours
Sizes

308991
308992
beige
black
one size fits all

Cartridge Box Holder
Cimmaron

Sport Shooting • Outdoor

Clothing for Clay Shooting – Cimmaron Series

• Metal belt clip
Code
Colours
Sizes

30502099••
right-handed black - beige
S - 3XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

1410309155
black - beige
132 cm

Code
Colours
Sizes

30900799
black - beige
adjustable

Code
Colours

121030094
black - beige
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Clothing for Clay Shooting – Lady and NTS Series

Sporter Lady Ambidextrous
Shooting Vest for Women

Lady Gloves

T-shirt NTS

•P
 olyester mesh in both front and
back
• Polyester and cotton twill trim
• Full length quilted shooting patch
with sewn-in Reactar™ pocket
(Reactar™ sold separately)
• Button tab waist
• Front two-way zipper
• Buckmark embroidery
• Inner safety pocket
• Ambidextrous model
• Available in pink or blue

• Lightweight
• Stretchable mesh back for easy
adjustment.
• Hook and loop closure

•1
 00% polyester wicks moisture
• Odorsmart using VisaEndurance®
with silver ions
• Antimicrobial fibres kill odourcausing bacteria
• Perfect for hot weather where
odour must be controlled
• E xcellent moisture transfer
• Dries quickly
• Double-stitched mock neck for
better comfort

Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Sizes

132

30506588••
blue/tan
30506595••
brown/pink
S - XL

Code
Colours
Sizes

30701488••
brown/pink
S - XL

Sporter Lady Cloth

Lady 3D Cap

• 100% cotton
Code
Colours
Sizes

308304211
pink
one size fits all

Code
Colours

308986
beige

Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Sizes

30103965
royal blue/black
30103947••
white/black
M-2XL

O Shot T-Shirt

Outline T-Shirt

1878 T-shirt

• 100% Cotton
• Chest embroidery and Buckmark
silkscreen
• Logo on the sleeves
• Long sleeves

• 100% Cotton
• Chest and back silkscreen
• Short sleeves

•
•
•
•

Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Sizes

30154431••
brown
30154444••
blue
M-2XL

30157890••
black
S-3XL

308976
brown
308235
blue
one size fits all

100% Cotton
Chest embroidery
Chest and back silkscreen
Short sleeves

Code
Colours
Sizes

30157631••
brown
S-3XL

1878 Polo Shirt
•
•
•
•

Outline Cap

O Shot Caps
Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

1878 Sweatshirt

Code
Colours
Sizes

308969
black
one size fits all

100% Cotton
Chest embroidery
Chest and back silkscreen
Long sleeves

Code
Colours
Sizes

30157931••
brown
S-3XL

•
•
•
•
•

100% Cotton
Chest embroidery
Chest and back silkscreen
Long sleeves
Zipped closure

Code
Colours
Sizes

30157531••
brown
S-3XL

1878 Cap

Code
Colours
Sizes

Sport Shooting • Outdoor

Casual Clothing

30897231
brown
one size fits all
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Shooting Glasses
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O Tir II Shooting Glasses

Claymaster Shooting Glasses

Ranger Kit

•U
 ltra resistant Polycarbonate
lenses
• EEC Logo UV 400 Protection
• 5 different colour lenses
•C
 ushioned carrying case and
microfibre rag included

•U
 ltra resistant polycarbonate
lenses
• 99% protection against UV rays
• Interchangeable orange, yellow,
transparent, smoked and blue
lenses
• Fully adjustable frames
comprising ratcheted adjustment,
expandable temple width, and of
adjustable nose pads
• Cushioned carrying case and
microfibre bag included

Complete kit for new shooters
• Shooting glasses with dyed
polycarbonate lenses altogether
provide protection of the eyes
and enhanced visibility of the
target
• Soft foam ear plugs provide noise
reduction up to 31 dB and come
in a plastic storage case
• T he adjustable ear protection
with a padded headband provides
noise reduction of 27 dB

Code

Code

Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Code
Colours
Code
Colours

1279250
red
1279236
yellow
1279290
orange
1279292
black
1279270
white

12715

126368

Ultra X Electronic Ear Muffs

Midas Electronic Ear Muffs

Compact Noise-reducing Ear Protection

Profile Noise-reducing Ear Protection

Passive Red Buck Ear Protection

• I ntelligent wind noise reduction
system
•R
 efined design for easy
shouldering
•V
 ery lightweight
•F
 ast electronic disconnect
•O
 perates with two (2) AAA
batteries
•R
 ugged carrying case
• NRR 24 dB

•S
 harp noises are reduced while
the normal speaking voice and
other sounds are amplified
•O
 n/Off volume control
•F
 ast reacting time: 6 milliseconds
•O
 perates with two (2) AA
batteries
•1
 00-120 hours of battery life per
pair with LED charge indicator
•N
 RR 33 dB

• Extremely light and comfortable
• Weight is approximately 50% less
than standard noise-reducing ear
protection
• May be folded in half to facilitate
storage
• NRR 21 dB

• Lightweight and compact
• Easily adapts behind the head for
use with a hat
• NRR 19 dB

• Adapts well to glasses
• Lightweight
• NRR 24 dB

Code
Colours
NRR

Code
Colours
NRR

Code
Colours
NRR

Code
Colours
NRR

Code
Colours
NRR

12657
black
24 db

12627
black
33 db

12631
black
21 db

12630
black
19 db

Sport Shooting • Outdoor

Protective Earmuffs

12655
black
24 db
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Accessories for Sport Shooting

Improved Reactar™ Shooting Patch

Scottsdale Gold Flex Case

• The exclusive BROWNING
padding, Reactar™ (REcoil ACTion
ARrestor), absorbs the recoil
inside the vest, jacket, or shirt
without modifying the appearance
or increasing the length of the
guns
• Only 8.5 mm thick
• Lightweight
• Supple to adapt to the body.
• Uses patented Beta Gel that
reduces recoil up to 49%
• One size fits all

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Code
Colours

136

309012
white

Exterior: 600-denier canvas
Type of padding: open-cell foam
Interior: brushed tricot
Leather end
Zipper
3D embroidery
Straps

Roma Towel

Flex Foam Choke Tube Case

• 100% Cotton
Code

392251

Padlock
Code

12998

Code
Colours

12170
black
4 Invector tube

• Stores four choke tubes and a key
• Belt loop

• 100% leather
141211920S
black
132 cm

Code
Colours
Capacité

Leather Choke Tube Case

Barrel rest

Code
Colours
Sizes

•W
 aterproof moulded foam, light
and comfortable
• Houses 4 extended choke tubes
and Little Skeeters™
• Double belt loop

218511
black logo red

Code
Colours
Capacité

12163
brown leather
4 invectors & 1 key

Browning Legia Spray

Universal Cleaning Kit

Gun-cleaning Mat

Barrel Weasel

•W
 ith our pumping system
(without propellant gas, 200ml)
and the adhering qualities of
our oils (low volatility) the
performance of the LEGIA SPRAY
is 25% higher than other oils for
shotguns
• LEGIA SPRAY (Red): cleaning
oil for barrels and housings:
excellent product for maintenance
and protection
• LEGIA SPRAY (Green): cleaning
oil for wooden parts

•T
 his high-quality kit is ideal for all
rifles, all shotguns, and 30 calibre
and 12 gauge to 410 bore, plus
357, 40 and 45 calibre pistols
• Three heavy yellow brass
cleaning rods do not damage the
barrels
• This 32 pieces kit includes two
cleaning brushes, five wollmops,
two solid brass adaptors, two
slotted ends, and 50 cleaning
cloths
• A beautiful aluminium storage
case for storing the contents

• A means for protecting both
firearms and accessories. The
soft imitation felt fabric does not
damage firearms and includes a
Zorb Tech™ waterproof top. Zorb
Tech™ keeps spills from spreading
and cleansing agents from soaking
through. This mat is also washable,
dryable, and treated to be stain
resistant

• Cleans your barrel in 10 seconds
• Bronze wires to clean the inlays
• Cleaning surface approximately
160 times bigger than a classic
wool brush
• Can be cleaned and reused
• Available in several sizes

Code

Code
Colours
Sizes

Code
Colours
Sizes

12426
red
200 ml

12427
green
200 ml

12444
Universal
Cleaning Kit

12420
black
41x137 cm

Code
Cal.

12497
Cal 243

Code
Cal.

12498
Cal 8 mm

Code
Cal.

12499
Cal 9.3 mm

Code
Cal.

12415
Cal 12

Code
Cal.

12414
Cal 20

Code
Cal.

12410
Cal 22

Code
Cal.

12413
Cal 300

Code
Cal.

12411
Cal 270/7mm

Code
Cal.

12416
Cal 222 - 223 (17HMR)

Sport Shooting • Outdoor

Cleaning and Maintenance
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Sights
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Hi-Viz® Magni-Sport Sights

Hi-Viz® Bird Buster Magnetic
Sights

Hi-Viz® 4-in-1 Game Sights

Hi-Viz® Comp Sights

•M
 agni-Sport consists of 5 screws,
sizes 3/56, 3 X .5, 3 X .6, 5/40
and 6/48 that are suitable for
most shotguns
• Hiviz® Magni-Sport sights, which
use a patented technology,
solve the problem of cross-eye
dominance by making the sight
visible solely with the shooting
eye, which allows any shooter to
shoot with the two eyes opened
for enhanced visualisation of the
target and improved hand-eye
coordination
• Includes one green and one red
LitePipe
• Magni-sport sights include two
sizes with magnetic bases in
order to adapt to the rib of most
shotguns and two green LitePipes
as well as two red LitePipes

•A
 ll Hi-Viz® Bird Buster Browning
Magnetic sights are delivered with
four interchangeable optical fibres
of different diameters for variable
brightness conditions
• T hree different sizes of magnetic
bases to adapt to the front sight
of all shotguns
• T hey adapt to all Browning
shotguns

•T
 he Hi-Viz 4-in-1 Game sight
includes front and rear sights,
which makes it perfect for deer,
turkey, waterfowl, and upland
hunting
• Injection-moulded optical-grade
resin sight concept
• Rear sight is completely
adjustable for windage and
elevation
• Light-gathering Litepipes allow for
shooting in poor light conditions

•T
 he metallic base adapts directly
to the front sight of the shotguns
for a more effective sight line.
• Interchangeable light conductors
allow the shooter to adapt the
diameter of the optical fibre
and the colour to the shooting
conditions
• Comprises eight light conductors
of different colours and diameters
• Allows the shooter to know
exactly where the barrel is placed
in relation to the target
• Key and transport case included
• 5 screws, sizes 3/56, 3 X .5,
3 X .6, 5/40 and 6/48 that are
suitable for most shotguns

Code
Colours

Code
Colours

Code
Colours

Code
Colours

12854
1 green, 1 red

Code

12870
magni sport
magnetic sight

12859
4 Litepipe

12893
4-in-1 game sight

12850
1 white, 4 green,
3 red litepipes

Invector+ Chokes
for backcored barrels

INVECTOR 10 GAUGE
H5920700
INVECTOR 10 GA X-Full Turkey
H59201
INVECTOR 10 GA F (1/1)
H59203
INVECTOR 10 GA M (1/2)
H59204
INVECTOR 10 GA IC (1/4)
INVECTOR 12 GAUGE
H5120700
INVECTOR 12 GA X-Full
H5120100
INVECTOR 12 GA F (1/1)
H5120200
INVECTOR 12 GA IM (3/4)
H5120300
INVECTOR 12 GA M (1/2)
H5120400
INVECTOR 12 GA IC (1/4)
H5120500
INVECTOR 12 GA Sk
H5120600
INVECTOR 12 GA CYL
INVECTOR 12 GAUGE STAINLESS
H6120900
INVECTOR STAINLESS 12 GA F (1/1)
H6120901
INVECTOR STAINLESS 12 GA IM (3/4)
H6120902
INVECTOR STAINLESS 12 GA M (1/2)
H6120903
INVECTOR STAINLESS 12 GA IC (1/4)
H6120904
INVECTOR STAINLESS 12 GA CYL
H6120905
INVECTOR STAINLESS 12 GA Sk
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GAUGE
113106
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GA F (1/1)
113108
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GA IM (3/4)
113109
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GA M (1/2)
113107
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GA IC (1/4)
113118
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GA CYL
113119
INVECTOR BRILEY X2 12 GA SK
INVECTOR 16 GAUGE
1130254
INVECTOR 16 GA F (1/1)
1130274
INVECTOR 16 GA M (1/2)
1130284
INVECTOR 16 GA IC (1/4)
1130294
INVECTOR 16 GA Sk
1130304
INVECTOR 16 GA CYL
INVECTOR 20 GAUGE
H5220100
INVECTOR 20 GA F (1/1)
H5220200
INVECTOR 20 GA IM (3/4)
H5220300
INVECTOR 20 GA M (1/2)
H5220400
INVECTOR 20 GA IC (1/4)
H5220500
INVECTOR 20 GA Sk
H5220600
INVECTOR 20 GA CYL
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GAUGE
H5222211
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GA F (1/1)
H5222210
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GA IM (3/4)
H5222209
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GA M (1/2)
H5222208
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GA IC (1/4)
H5222206
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GA Sk
H5222207
INVECTOR STAINLESS 20 GA CYL
INVECTOR STAINLESS 28 GAUGE
1130256
INVECTOR STAINLESS 28 GA F (1/1)
1130276
INVECTOR STAINLESS 28 GA M (1/2)
1130286
INVECTOR STAINLESS 28 GA IC (1/4)
1130296
INVECTOR STAINLESS 28 GA Sk
INVECTOR 410 GAUGE
1130257
INVECTOR 410 GA F (1/1)
1130277
INVECTOR 410 GA M (1/2)
1130287
INVECTOR 410 GA IC (1/4)
1130297
INVECTOR 410 GA Sk
WRENCHES
H5201100
T-WRENCH 12 GA FOR INVECTOR
H5120001
T-WRENCH 12 GA FOR Invector+
1130016
T-WRENCH 28 GA FOR INVECTOR
1130017
T-WRENCH .410 GA FOR INVECTOR
H5201101
T-WRENCH 20 GA FOR INVECTOR & PLUS
113116
T-WRENCH BRG STAG 12GA INV
113101
CHOKE KEY TEAGUE

INVECTOR+ 12 GAUGE
H16656
INVECTOR+ LONG 10 cm F (1/1)
H16650
INVECTOR+ LONG 5 cm F (1/1)
H16651
INVECTOR+ LONG 5 cm IM (3/4)
H16652
INVECTOR+ LONG 5 cm M (1/2)
H6120700
INVECTOR+ 12 GA X-Full
H6120100
INVECTOR+ 12 GA F (1/1)
H6120200
INVECTOR+ 12 GA IM (3/4)
H6120300
INVECTOR+ 12 GA M (1/2)
H6120400
INVECTOR+ 12 GA IC (1/4)
H6120500
INVECTOR+ 12 GA Sk
H6120600
INVECTOR+ 12 GA CYL
INVECTOR+ 12 GAUGE STAINLESS
H6120700
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA X-FULL SPL.TURKEY
H6120100
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA F (1/1)
H6120200
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA IM (3/4)
H6120300
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA M (1/2)
H6120400
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA IC (1/4)
H6120500
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA SK
H6120600
INVECTOR+ STAINLESS 12 GA CYL
INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GAUGE
B00BWI0806 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA X-Full
B00BWI0812 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA LIGHT F (1/1)
B00BWI0805 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA F (1/1)
B00BWI0804 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA IM (3/4)
B00BWI0803 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA M (1/2)
B00BWI0802 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA IC (1/4)
B00BWI0801 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA Sk
B00BWI0800 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 12 GA CYL
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GAUGE
113102
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GA F (1/1)
113103
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GA IM (3/4)
113104
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GA M (1/2)
113105
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GA IC (1/4)
113110
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GA CYL
113117
INVECTOR+ TEAGUE 12 GA SK
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GAUGE
1130103
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA SPREADER
1130123
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA X FULL
1130153
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA F (1/1)
1130163
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA IM (3/4)
1130173
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA M (1/2)
1130133
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA LM
1130183
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA IC (1/4)
1130113
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA CYL
1130193
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 12 GA SK
INVECTOR+ TITANIUM 12 GAUGE
1133153
INVECTOR+ TITANIUM 12 GA F (1/1)
1133163
INVECTOR+ TITANIUM 12 GA IM (3/4)
1133173
INVECTOR+ TITANIUM 12 GA M (1/2)
1133183
INVECTOR+ TITANIUM 12 GA IC (1/4)
1133113
INVECTOR+ TITANIUM 12 GA CYL
INVECTOR+ 12 GAUGE XPRESS SABOT
1130863
INVECTOR + 12GA XPRESS SABOT
INVECTOR+ 20 GAUGE
H5221011
INVECTOR+ 20 GA F (1/1)
H5221012
INVECTOR+ 20 GA M (1/2)
H5221013
INVECTOR+ 20 GA IC (1/4)
H5221014
INVECTOR+ 20 GA Sk
H5221015
INVECTOR+ 20 GA CYL

Chokes
Standard Invector™ Choke Tubes

Invector-Plus™ Extended Choke
Tubes

Choke Tubes Specialty Extended
Tubes

Invector-Plus™ Choke Tubes

Choke Tubes Diana™ Grade Extended Tubes

Midas Grade Extended Standard
Invector™ Tubes Plus

Choke Tubes Diamond
Grade Choke Tubes

INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 20 GAUGE
B00BWI0807 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 20 GA F (1/1)
B00BWI0809 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 20 GA IM (3/4)
B00BWI0808 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 20 GA M (1/2)
B00BWI0810 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 20 GA IC (1/4)
B00BWI0811 INVECTOR+ DIAMOND 20 GA CYL
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 20 GAUGE
1130653
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 20 GA F (1/1)
1130663
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 20 GA IM (3/4)
1130673
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 20 GA M (1/2)
1130683
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 20 GA IC (1/4)
1130693
INVECTOR+ MIDAS 20 GA SK

Sport Shooting • Outdoor
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A-Bolt - T-Bolt Rifles
Buck Mark Rifle

Sport Shooting

A-Bolt M1000 Eclipse
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Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Magazine
Capacity without reducer
Capacity with reducer
Total weight
Receiver and barrel
Wood
Provided
Options

A-Bolt M1000 Eclipse

T-Bolt Sporter

T-Bolt Sporter Composite

Buck Mark Sporter Rifle

This version is specifically designed
for long-distance sport shooting
and as a result features two major
elements: a heavy barrel promoting
great accuracy and a Monte Carlo
buttstock with an ergonomical grip
for perfect stability.

This rifle is a ”vintage”, the
re‑issuance of a best seller, a legend.
Available in .22LR, .22 Magnum, and
17 HMR calibres, it is quite close on
an aesthetical point of view to its
ancestor, the first T-Bolt, but the
mechanics have been completely
modernised. It is characterised
by its straight pull bolt that loads
cartridges from an exclusive
10-round rotating magazine.

This version is equipped with a
buttstock made of highly-resistant
ergonomic composite, allowing
intense use in all conditions.
Another very useful characteristic
is an additional magazine
integrated in the buttstock and,
more particularly, in the pad.
During intense shooting, it is
therefore very easy to quickly
replace the first empty magazine.

Non-standard by its design,
compact, and tremendously
accurate and reliable, this rifle
offers a range of truly extensive
usage possibilities. It has
adjustable sighting equipment with
an adjustable rear sight as well
as a fibre optic front sight as well
as an integrated rail for optical
mounting.

66 cm
308
340 mm
19 mm
29 mm
removable magazine
3 cal Mag. - 4 other cal.
4.4 kg
bronze matt
laminated

56 cm
22 LR - 22 MAG - 17 HMR
pistol - 340 mm
16 mm
16 mm
drop-down magazine
10
5
2.3 Kg
blued
satin-finished

threaded 56 cm
22 LR - 17 HMR
pistol - 340 mm
16 mm
16 mm
drop-down magazine
10
5
2.3 Kg
blued
composite

50 cm
.22 LR
adjustable
fibre optic
476 mm
22 mm
38 mm
drop-down magazine
10
—
2 kg
bronze matt
satin varnish
mounting on integrated rail

threaded barrel for the 22LR and
17 HMR

Buck Mark Rifle

T-Bolt Sporter Composite

.22

17HMR

Additional magazine integrated in the
buttstock for the Composite version
An additional magazine integrated
in the buttstock and, more
particularly, in the pad.
During intense shooting, it is
therefore very easy to quickly
replace the first empty magazine.

recommends
the use of ammunition

Sport Shooting • A-Bolt - T-Bolt - Buck Mark Rifle

T-Bolt Sporter
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SA.22 – BL.22

Rifles

SA .22 Grade 3

SA .22 Grade 3
The Semi-Auto .22 is the biggest
seller and the most often imitated.

Sport Shooting

This rifle is particularly light and
efficient. The barrel is dismantled
in an instant. Made by the Custom
Shop from original pieces, it is
available in grades II and III.
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Calibre
Barrel
Rear sight
Front sight
Buttstock
Length
Drop at comb
Drop at heel
Magazine
Capacity without reducer
Capacity with reducer
Total weight
Receiver
Wood
Notes

.22 S or .22 LR
49 cm
foldable, adjustable elevation
transversal
pistol
345 mm
30 mm
67 mm
tubular in the buttstock
11 LR or 15 S
9
2.3 kg
blued
gloss varnished
Custom Engravings Gr II - III series

SA .22
A rifle that is often imitated but
never equalled, continuously
manufactured since 1924.
•O
 peration in “blow back” mode
(unlocked breech activated by
gas);
• Automatic eject, arming, and
loading;

.22 LR
49 cm
foldable, adjustable elevation
transversal
pistol
345 mm
30 mm
67 mm
tubular in the buttstock
11 LR or 15 S
9
2.3 Kg
blued
gloss varnished

BL .22 Grade 2
•L
 oading performed in the
buttstock (the magazine tube
is withdrawn from the back of
the rifle and the cartridges are
inserted one by one in the hole
found in the buttstock);
• bottom ejection;
• barrel take-down with wear
adjustment.

This jewel of the era of the
pioneers, back in the Wild West,
the .22 BL with its short movement
action-lever (33°), external
hammer, and magazine tube. It
enables you to mix all types of
cartridges (long, long rifles, short)
with no risks of jamming.

.22 LR
50 cm
foldable, adjustable elevation
rounded grain
English
343 mm
41 mm
57 mm
tubular
15 LR, 17 L, 22 S
according to laws
2.27 Kg
blued
gloss varnished

BL .22 Grade 2

recommends
the use of ammunition

Sport Shooting • SA.22 – BL.22

SA .22
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Sport Shooting

GP - PRO 9

Hand Guns

GP Silver Chrome

GP MK III S

Adjustable GP Practical

The GP exists in the Silver Chrome
version, which is equipped with
a rear sight that is adjustable in
elevation and direction and a sport
front sight with a rounded base
plate.

It brings together all of the
qualities found in the GP, yet with
an additional ambidextrous safety
and lighter weight (910 g), which
make it an accurate gun with
practical handling. The ”Pachmayr”
handles ensure the best handling.

The GP Practical meets the
demands of Practical Shooting.
It has undergone several
improvements, such as:
• Adjustable, low profile sights.
• Particularly crisp trigger pull.
• E xtremely comfortable handling
due to its Pachmayr chequered
rubber grips.

The slide and the receiver are
nickeled, and the rubber grip is
made by Pachmayr, for sure and
efficient handling.
Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Handle
Material
Magazine
Total weight
Finishing
Notes
Provided

11.9 cm
9 mm Luger
adjustable in elevation and direction
Sport specific
Pachmayr ergonomic
rubber
13 cartridges
0.98 Kg
satin- and chrome-finished
(1)
additional magazine
cleaning rod
Transport case

It is made with a swivel system.

GP 75th Anniversary Custom Shop
11.9 cm
9 mm Luger
fixed
fixed
ergonomic
plastic
13 cartridges
0.91 Kg
phosphated
(1)
additional magazine
cleaning rod
Transport case
Swivel

11.9 cm
9 mm Luger
adjustable in elevation and direction
Sport specific
Pachmayr ergonomic
rubber
13 cartridges
0.98 Kg
blued and chrome-finished
(1)
additional magazine
cleaning rod
Transport case

(1) Manual ambidextrous safety with lever blocking sear and slide. Automatic safeties on magazine and firing
pin. Magazine with visualisation holes and ejection spring.
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The Browning Custom Shop
in Herstal creates deluxe and
commemorative versions. All of
these models are mounted in finely
chequered or even sculpted oilfinished walnut handgrips.

GP Renaissance Silver (Nickeled)
Deep engraving with a stylised
acanthus leaf motif. Old silver
nickeled finish.
GP Renaissance Gold
Deep engraving with a stylised
acanthus leaf motif. 24 carat goldplated finish.

PRO 9

Hand Guns

recommends
the use of ammunition

The most sophisticated
technologies have been
implemented in this product:

This classic double-action (first shot
with double action, single action
for the others) had been developed
jointly by FN Herstal and Browning,
and combines great reliability

The expertise of FN Herstal and
Browning in handgun design, and
the care taken in the development
of the Pro 9 have already made it
a ”Standard” of reliability, like its
predecessor, the celebrated GP.

The steel slide rests on a steel
mechanical cradle, which is itself
housed in a receiver made of
synthetic material, thus combining
strength, weight, and balance.

PRO 9 (DA/SA)**

PRO 40 (DA/SA)**

Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Handle
Material
Magazine
Total weight
Total length
Finishing
Notes

10.2 cm
9 x 21
fixed
fixed
ergonomic
hi-impact Nylon
15 cartridges
710 g with magazine empty
180 mm
stainless steel slide
reversible catch
firing-pin safety
integrated Picatinny rail

10.2 cm
40 S&W
fixed
fixed
ergonomic
hi-impact Nylon
14 cartridges
710 g with magazine empty
180 mm
stainless steel slide
reversible catch
firing-pin safety
integrated Picatinny rail

(**) DA/SA = double action for the first shot,
single action for the others

The firing mechanism is housed in
an easily replaceable ”firing box”
that simplifies maintenance both
for you and for your gunsmith.
A medium-sized handgun, the
ergonomics of the grip are
adaptable to the hand of each user.
Safety has not been forgotten; the
Pro 9 is equipped with the most
modern systems:
Firing-pin safety to avoid the gun
accidentally firing in any situation
where the trigger is not pulled;
A safety lever to make sure the
gun is, on the one hand, safe and
on the other to deactivate the
hammer with or without a cartridge
in the chamber.

They are fitted with a rail to allow a
large range of accessories, such as
torches, laser designators, etc.

Sport Shooting • GP - PRO 9

with a unique solution in terms of
ergonomics, safety, and modularity,
in one package.

The Pro 9 handguns are the result
of lengthy research aimed at
developing a gun that precisely
meets the needs of the market.
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Buck Mark

.22 Hand Guns

Sport Shooting

Buck Mark Field

Browning Buck Mark rimfire
pistols are very much prized due
to their quality, reliability, and
accuracy, and numerous models
are available.
Barrel
Calibre
Rear sight
Front sight
Handle
Material
Trigger pull weight
Magazine
Total weight
Total length
Finishing
Notes
Provided
(**) URX : Ultragrip RX
(***) UDX : Ultragrip DX
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Operation
The “Blowback” operation principle
of the Buck Mark pistols allows
for a simpler and more reliable
operation.

Slide
The two reinforcements on each
side of the slide offer an excellent
grip. The slide catch is easily
activated by either hand.

Barrel
Many models have heavy barrels
for improving stability. Each
chamber is hand-reamed and
muzzle crowns are recessed to
protect the rifling from damage
that might reduce accuracy.

Rear sight
The Pro-Target™ rear sight,
adjustable with 16 clicks per
revolution, is mounted at the
factory on all models. This sight
provides a more accurate range
of adjustment than the standard
12-click sights.

Buck Mark Field

Buck Mark Standard URX

Buck Mark Standard Stainless URX

14 cm
22 LR
adjustable
adjustable
wood grips
Cocobolo hardwood
adjustable
10 cartridges
1 Kg
24.5 cm
blued satin finished
continuous rib
bevelled for scope mounting
Allen key
ejection deflector

14 cm
22 LR
adjustable
fixed
ambidextrous
rubber URX**
fixed
10 cartridges
0.95 kg
24 cm
blued satin finished

14 cm
22 LR
adjustable
fixed
ambidextrous
rubber URX**
fixed
10 cartridges
0.95 kg
24 cm
satin-finished
stainless steel barrel

Ultragrip RX™ and Ultragrip
DX™ represent the latest technology in pistol grips

Allen key
ejection deflector

Allen key
ejection deflector

These new ergonomic grips have an
ergonomic profile with the contour
and texture of the chequering combining to offer you ideal handling.
The hand will automatically take
hold of the grip in the same place
for every shot, allowing a more
instinctive shot and improved accuracy. The textured surfaces are
comfortable and effective under
all conditions and for all ergonomic
variations.

Buck Mark Plus Stainless UDX

Buck Mark Stainless URX

Buck Mark Plus Rosewood UDX

Buck Mark Bullseye Target Stainless

Buck Mark Standard URX

Buck Mark Contour URX

Buck Mark Bullseye Target URX

Front sight
Plus models are equipped with a
Truglo®/Marble’s® fibre optic front
sight.

Receiver
Although most of the .22LR pistols
on the market are cast or made
from sheet-metal stampings,
every Buck Mark receiver is CNCmachined (Computer Numerical
Control) to extreme tolerances
from a block of 7075-T6 aluminium.

Pistol grip
Several varieties of wood,
laminated woods, and composite
materials are available. The
ambidextrous rubber Ultragrip RX™
(URX) and wood Ultragrip Deluxe™
(UDX) offer a perfectly ergonomic
hold.

Magazine
The body of the magazine is
heat-treated for long-term loading
reliability. Its coil spring provides a
much more regular and stable feed
than the usual Z spring. Capacity:
10 cartridges.

Drop-down magazine
Located near the trigger guard,
the magazine cut-off offers very
practical operation.

Buck Mark Bullseye Target URX

Buck Mark Plus Rosewood UDX

Buck Mark Contour URX

Buck Mark Plus Stainless UDX

Buck Mark Bullseye Target Stainless

18.5 cm
22 LR
adjustable
fixed
ambidextrous
rubber URX**
adjustable
10 cartridges
1.1 kg
28.7 cm
blued satin finished

14 cm
22 LR
adjustable
fixed fibre optic
ambidextrous
wood, rosewood UDX***
fixed
10 cartridges
0.95 kg
24 cm
blued satin finished

14 cm
22 LR
adjustable
fixed fibre optic
ambidextrous
black laminated UDX***
fixed
10 cartridges
0.95 kg
24 cm
satin-finished
stainless steel barrel

18.5 cm
22 LR
adjustable
fixed
ambidextrous
rosewood laminated
adjustable
10 cartridges
1.1 kg
28.7 cm
satin-finished
stainless steel barrel

Allen key
ejection deflector

Allen key
ejection deflector

14 cm
22 LR
adjustable
adjustable
ambidextrous
rubber URX**
fixed
10 cartridges
1.0 kg
24 cm
blued satin finished
continuous rib
bevelled for scope mounting
Allen key
ejection deflector

Allen key
ejection deflector

Allen key
ejection deflector

Trigger
Great performance compared
with competitive products, the
discharges of Buck Mark pistols are
light, accurate, and clean.

Safety
The wide manual safety can be set
with the thumb. For greater safety,
the trigger is disconnected when
the magazine is removed.

Sport Shooting • Buck Mark

recommends
the use of ammunition
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